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Abstract 

In the autumn of Indian film Hichki in 2018, it appeared in the 21st session of 
the Shanghai international film festival in order to “zero bad review” and was 
known as “2018 best campus movie”, and became the accompanying with 
“starting line” to reflect the education reality. Through the analysis of the 
narrative of film skill, this paper discussed the film composite theme of ac-
ceptance, express love and respect by combining with the film aesthetics, 
psychology, and pedagogy. 
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1. Introduction 

Hichki (Figure 1) tells a story that Naina, who suffers from Tourette’s syn-
drome, leading a group of poor students to make a successful comeback on 
campus. Tourette Syndrome will cause involuntary muscle twitching and blink-
ing and the sufferer will make a weird noise like a boing sound. Naina was ridi-
culed at school for being a Tourette Syndrome, and after being rejected several 
times as a teacher. She was finally accepted by her Alma Mater and made the 
head of Class 9 F, the worst class of all. After many practical jokes, students fi-
nally understood the sincere and love of teacher Naina. Naina’s real acceptance 
and respect toward students awaken the hearts of students. Talking about Para-
bola by throwing eggs on the playground, talking about heat energy while play-
ing basketball, laughing in the laboratory, these interesting ways of taking class 
attracted tired but clever children. Naina became the star of the students. Ana-
lyzing the film carefully, moving aside, it is worth to analyze in depth toward the 
director’s narrative skill and the theme. 
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Source: https://www.imdb.com/title/tt6588966/mediaviewer/rm3946467584. 

Figure 1. Poster of Hichki. 

2. The Use of Narrative 

The core spirit of realism movie is to reveal the nature of life, and the skill can be 
divided into reality, realism and expressionist (tradition) to form a documentary 
division of realistic aesthetics, aesthetics and expressive aesthetics, but as India 
realism film, it can be said to be all above three points (Mou & Yang, 2012). 
Hichki points to the social reality with real people and things as the prototype. 

2.1. The Use of Contrast Methods 

One contrast is the teacher of Naina and Wadia. Film Hichki revolved around 
their attitude to the 9 F class including of students to fry bad classroom glass, 
students of two class to fight in the library, the prefect badge of Naina’s teaching 
methods, the students’ disposition of breaking entries and cheating in the exam 
question 9 F class, and all aspects show the different position and shape of the 
different types of teachers teaching and educational concept. 

Second contrast is the attitude of film father and Wadia before and after. Es-
pecially Wadia knows that his protege leaks wrong examination question to have 
cough and ponder, then he has the attitude change toward the 9 F class. So some 
scholar articles review the counter of 9 F class to depend on the transition of 9 A 
class teacher, and the processing logic is chicken soup. And the author thinks 
this reflects the opposite characters remain professional ethics and conscience of 
9 A class teacher. It is too ideal by processing skill and transferring the humanity 
awakening, which accords with self-help theme of film. 

Third contrast is the reality of the class antagonisms, the gap between rich and 
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poor. Naina visits to the parents of schoolchildren from door to door and shows 
typical microcosm difference society in India. Ink is not much, but the film art 
reveal the pain points of the society. 

2.2. The Application of Colour 

Using color change to reflect psychological characters and foil atmosphere, when 
principal Khan pleased Naina to walk onto the stage, at the moment the picture 
was divided into two kinds of color, the light of the stage was warm color and 
the audience is dark cool color. As little Naina slowly walked onto the stage, the 
moment of lens reflects Naina’s spirit from dark to light, Naina walked slowly, 
and it depicted the little Naina’s all the uncertainty and insecurity. The color 
changes of Naina’s clothes reflected the psychological characters in the film, 
Naina was employed by Alma mater, she dressed in green clothes to visit the 
headmaster, and the green represented the hope and a new start in life. In the 
next two days, she wore a jacket with the white flowers and pink peach, it meant 
that the Naina was a teacher with joy. When students make mischief and damage 
school entries, her clothes color was dark blue color clothes to correspond with 
the low mood. Artie found restaurant to apologize to Naina, and she dressed in 
white clothes to imply the value of empathy between teachers and students. 

2.3. The Use of Music, Singing and Dancing 

As a national culture characteristic, the new century of Indian films strengthen 
the narrative penetration of music and songs, strengthened the background mu-
sic songs and melodies of positive role in the film, and improved the quality of 
the production, technical quality and intensity of expression and appeal. The 
film had two pieces of song and dance of “hip-hop music” from students to 
make a fun teacher. They sang in the hallway, “they are Wi-Fi, we are 3 G.”, 
When the song sounded over and over again, they were helpless at moment, and 
had the bizarre and pure smile on children face of in the 9 F class. The lyrics 
songs of studying hard in the 9 F class reflected the speculative knowledge of the 
children for hiccups, and the music of the teaching methods showed students 
happy to learn. In the end, the film inserted more authentic Indian dance. 

3. The Complex Expression of Theme 

3.1. The Acceptance 

In the field of psychological research, self-acceptance concept refers to the indi-
vidual completely and unconditional acceptance of the self characteristic, feel-
ings, life experience and all related content. The self acceptance attitude includes 
the accepting yourself body, ability and character of positive value and exists 
some shortcomings and errors (Chen, 2009). 

Films conveyed the first theme was accepted. First, the expression was Naina’s 
the self acceptance, and the film has two direct points, Naina said that she and 
Tourette syndrome are as the “we”, and so Naina had to face and actively accept 
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the disease as a part of yourself. She told her father that she didn’t need to solve 
Tourette syndrome at the end of film, and said that “this is me, I will always like 
this”. Second, the film conveyed that all people should be acceptance of self and 
others. The school accepted 9 A to 9 F classes, the mind fear of 9 F class students 
and Wadia’s changes of self self-teaching ideas at small aspect, and the education 
accepted equality, social accepted the weak and the country accepted the unfair 
at big aspect. 

3.2. The Respect 

Naina suffered from Tourette syndrome, it made her be laughed, rejected and 
abandoned in the study and work, but she decided to challenge the fate of injus-
tice on the counter attack path and wanted to be a teacher, and she showed that 
the ordinary people couldn’t reach success, and this was a movie hero of self re-
spect. Naina brought the poor grades of no one dare to teach students, she firmly 
believed that “there are no poor students, only bad teachers”. She adopted the 
interesting teaching to create that the “poor students” could make wonders, and 
it all came from teacher to student’s respect. The school would arrange slums of 
students in one class, which reflected the various inequality of society. This was a 
movie of giving everyone to proper respect. 

3.3. The Love 

Bajin said: “I have love and hate, sorrow and longing in the life. When I was 
writing, I have myself love and hate, sorrow and longing. If it hadn’t above all, 
and I wouldn’t write the novels” (Ba, 1962). Love is the eternal theme in the 
world, and love is the only thing that we can’t live up. Love of the display and 
interpretation of film is bringing to the impressed and touched the core theme of 
soul for audience. 

Film narrative flowed love. First, Naina gets love. Naina was laughed at by her 
classmates and forced to transfer to another school, her father called his daugh-
ter’s hiccups a dog, which made her sad. However, at the same time, Naina is 
lucky to have a mother, a younger brother and the understanding, acceptance 
and love of Khan. This love becomes the power that Naina turns inferiority 
complex into strength and progress. Second, Naina delivers love. The reason that 
Naina persists the choice of teacher position is the encouragement and love of 
principal Khan, which changed Naina’s life. Naina always has such a desire to 
pass on this love and mission to give more students life inspiration. 

Film focuses on Naina’s sincere, pure love to the student, which made the au-
dience to feel the real characters. The hiccup teacher understood the deep re-
spect for individual dignity, and this seemed to be connected with the audience 
in terms of the emotional atmosphere and spiritual world. Film analyzed the 
character of 9A Wadia, and he loved his students from efforts to cultivate good 
grades students and pay for the personality deviation students, which showed his 
expectations of students and love. Although his love was different with Naina in 
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ways, but the final destination was to cultivate students to become the compre-
hensive talent. That last sentence “you (Naina) are right all the time, there are no 
bad students, and there are only bad teachers”, and the theme of love was subli-
mated again. 

4. Conclusion 

Hichki based on education, tells the sensitive issue of teacher-student relation-
ship. It uses contrast technique, color, music, dance and other elements with In-
dian national characteristics, conveys the theme of acceptance, love and respect 
between teachers and students. Being full of positive energy to the heart of eve-
ryone, which also reflects the human care, arouses the audience’s resonance. It is 
a very valuable and shocking film. 
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Abstract 

Various studies have been exploring the numerous determinants form our 
musical tastes and some review papers classify them in a discursive manner to 
provide a more holistic understanding of the determinants. This study, as a 
similar endeavor, depicts the mains determinants of our musical preferences 
categorized with regards to our musical perception process via a graphical 
model. After dividing the internal and external factors, the model provides a 
layer-based structure illustrating both musical taste determinants and modes 
of investigation. This paper provides three layers of determinants. The basic 
layer reflects the trace of more fundamental aspects of music on our musical 
tastes, like tempo as well as aggressive or happy as perceived attributes. The 
classification layer discusses on the trace of some classes in musical apprecia-
tions, like genre and Big Five Model. As lastly, the skimmed layer, as the midst 
layer, illustrates the newly-developed factors summing up the determinants of 
our musical taste. The introduced three layers also classify the external deter-
minants of our musical taste. Consequently, this study not only provides a 
more holistic understanding of the determinants but also reflects the gap 
among the conducted studies to provide a platform for further investigations. 
 

Keywords 

Musical Preferences, Musical Taste Determinants, Musical Taste Model, Musical 
Appreciations 

 

1. Introduction 

Music is interwoven with our lives and implanted in our cultural and social en-
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vironments over the ages. Nowadays, music is a ubiquitous form of art, cohe-
rently connected to people’s everyday lives. Being among the most popular lei-
sure activity, so much time and money, as well as energy, is being spent on it 
(Schäfer, Sedlmeier, Städtler, & Huron, 2013). Many people pursue activities re-
lated to music and strive to present more satisfactory products. Thus, musical 
appreciation is a crucial issue for various aspects and very diverse people from 
music teachers to composers, performers, and producers. It can change the 
musical education activities, impact on performances, influence on production, 
and penetrate to marketing activities. It concerns the musical experience as a 
unique aspect of music. 

Music preference is among the interests of many researchers in aesthetics, 
philosophy, psychology, musicology, and neuroscience. However, music taste 
studies experienced some fluctuations over history. Hevner’s work in 1936 is 
among the earliest experimental research on musical preferences (Hevner, 1936). 
Although in 1950 Farnsworth discussed much on musical preference, from the 
1930s to 1970s was the period of stagnation in the music appreciation explora-
tions, which is followed by a revival period after 1970s (Leblanc, 1982). “The 
question of why different people like different music … has received much at-
tention from researchers especially in the last two decades” (Schäfer & Sedlmei-
er, 2010). Although it just takes a few seconds to decide whether to ignore un-
pleasant music piece or to buy the album by pleased listeners (Greenberg, Ba-
ron-Cohen, Stillwell, Kosinski, & Rentfrow, 2015), various specialists have re-
vealed many variables influencing on music preferences including musical 
attributes, the listener’s characteristics, performance issues, and environmental 
conditions; they constructed models and developed theories to give insight and 
to facilitate the understanding of musical tastes, though it is still an elusive 
not-solved issue. 

Researchers have discovered a vast number of influential parameters on mus-
ical appreciation. The parameters, called as determinants of our musical taste, 
are categorized differently by various reviewers, with the hope of attaining a ho-
listic insight on the determinant’s roots. Wapnick published a comprehensive 
review and summarized the parameters via three categories: musical characteris-
tics pertaining to musical stimuli, situational variables relating to community 
and social issues, and subjective variables including listener’s character and per-
sonality (Wapnick, 1976). Finnäs via his extensive study reviews the determi-
nants in four groups: specific characteristics of music, familiarity with music, 
“intramusically” and “intrapersonally” oriented factors, and social effects 
(Finnäs, 1989). Similarly, music preference determinants are also reviewed by 
focusing on music instruction and musical characteristics by Sink and Teo re-
spectively (Sink, 1992; Teo, 2003). More recently, Schäfer & Sedlmeier make 
another review on studies by concentrating on cognitive functions, emotional 
functions, physiological arousal, cultural and social functions, repetition and fa-
miliarity, and characteristics of music and listener; they found them all influen-
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tial on musical appreciation, though in varying levels of importance (Schäfer & 
Sedlmeier, 2010). 

Despite various attempts, the review papers do not propose a robust model to 
provide a more holistic insight on our music tastes determinants. The review 
papers are not univocal; despite some similarity, they categorized the influential 
factors differently, convoluting the roots of the determinants. In addition, in 
contrast to the discursive manner of the most review papers, a very few number 
of studies propose graphical layout. Every single discursive or graphical review 
papers have its unique perspective, to sum up the determinants. Despite the ex-
istence of numerous studies, there is still no conclusive theory of music prefe-
rence; “we are still far from having full insight into mechanism that make us like 
it” (Schäfer & Sedlmeier, 2010). Little is known about the roots and determi-
nants of our musical tastes, and how it is investigated entirely. 

This study, by scrutinizing several studies, aims to propose a graphical model 
for the music taste determinants and reflects how they are investigated in gener-
al. Started by extensive literature explorations and arranging a large number of 
studies, this study by introducing an initiative graphical layout strives to make a 
robust platform to give a better insight on the determinants, to reflect the gap 
and flaws among the conducted studies, to provide an assistive tool to design 
future studies in a more conscious manner, and finally to be a trigger to over-
come the elusive subject of musical appreciation. 

Worth mentioning, in contrast to the conventional papers proposing gist of 
the paper and supporting through the study, this paper proposes a basic raw 
model to make an overall perception and then completes it over the paper to fa-
cilitate data digestions. Accordingly, at first, a raw graphical layout is proposed 
in a way to reflect both the origin of the determinants and the way researchers 
conducted their studies in general. The graph illustrates the determinants via two 
main groups: Internal factors and External factors. In addition, among each group, 
the determinants are divided into two layers: Basic Layer and Classification Layer. 
Thus, after providing a matrix-like graph to gain a general understanding of the 
layout in the next part, the third and forth parts respectively focus on the Internal 
and External factor more in-depth. The determinant attributes within each cate-
gory are then discussed with regards to the layer-based structure of the graph. 
Accordingly, during the paper progress, much more details are being integrated 
to the graph. Finally, arising from a very recent fruitful research, a new layer of 
determinants is then placed within the graph, discussed in the fifth part of the 
paper. The introduced layer of studies not only covers the most recent investiga-
tions but also reflects the substantial potential that exists in this layer, which still 
needs further explorations. Consequently, the graph which is completed during 
the paper progress provides a more in-depth understanding on the determinants 
of our musical taste and provides a platform for further investigation design. 
Please consider, through the paper, the outcomes of the conducted studies are 
presented in an accurately classified manner to support the graph integration, 
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though discussed briefly to keep the review paper concise. 

2. Graphical Layout of Previous Studies 

There are two graphical models among the proceedings on musical tastes; each 
model has a particular perspective in providing the models. LeBlanc in his fruit-
ful attempts collected a great variety of influential variables on musical prefe-
rences and finally provided a model to reflect the parameters in a hierarchical 
system. Proposed in 1980 and edited in 1981, the model illustrated the respond-
ing mode to musical stimuli in a glance via eight hierarchical variant roots; “flow 
of information” is the root of this graph (Droe, 2006). In 1986 the model inte-
grated with the sources of the variables: 1) physical characteristics of the music 
itself, 2) cultural environment in which the listener lives and 3) personal charac-
teristics of the listeners (LeBlanc & Sherrill, 1986). A more recent graphical 
model, called as “Reciprocal feedback model of musical response”, reflects the 
process of like/dislike reaction to music (Hargreaves, MacDonald, & Miell, 
2005). This graphical model mentions the root of the musical tastes via music 
related issues (genre, familiarity, complexity, live, recorded), situations and con-
texts (social and cultural contexts, presence/absence of others), and listener 
(gender, age, personality, musical knowledge), which all gathered in an instant 
decision making procedure. In both graphical models and other discursive stu-
dies, musical attributes, personal issues, and environmental conditions are the 
most discussed roots of musical preferences. 

Our model is initiated on a simplified decision-making process, starting from 
listening to music to the immediate like-dislike reaction, regardless of the 
long-lasting effects of music and its trace on musical preferences. Generally 
speaking, music starts its journey as an audible stimulus; an individual by his 
unique personal attributes receives them under an environmental condition, and 
perceives some attributes of the music; then the first preference decision can be 
made. This general process reflects four primary roots: The basic musical 
attributes, our personal issues, environmental conditions, and the perceived 
attributes. Regarding the conducted investigations, these four issues are divided 
into two parts: Intra-music factors including the basic music attributes and 
so-called perceived psychological attributes, and Extra-music factors including 
personal attributes and environmental conditions (Figure 1, top part). As the 
model shows, the basic music attributes stimulate some musical qualities as the 
perceived attributes; a single-sided arrow reflects this one-sided relation. More-
over, the reciprocal interrelations between the personal issues and environmen-
tal conditions are illustrated by the double-sided arrow between the factors in 
the model. Worth noting, the order of the influential factors on the deci-
sion-making process of the listener are just arranged in a way to facilitate the 
perception of the model, though, in reality, all these four categorical attributes 
interrelate concurrently, as the music plays in time. 

There are a large number of attributes, known as determinants or variables, in  
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Figure 1. Main source of music attributes. 

 
each of these four illustrated categories. Many researchers design their research 
by focusing on a few attributes within each group. On the other hand, instead of 
concentrating on some specific attributes, other researchers focus on musical 
classifications as a collection of various attributes. For example, instead of con-
cerning tempo and mode as primary musical attributes, the genre as a represent-
ative of some characteristics is being investigated. Similarly, some studies focus 
on personality types in music taste studies instead of concerning some vivid 
personal attributes. The model illustrates this set of studies concerning the sum 
of different characteristics in Classification Layer, while the attribute-based 
modes of studies are presented in Basic Layer (Figure 1). Although the model 
integrates over the paper, there are rare studies outside of these layers. 

Rooted either in basic or classification layers, some studies aim to find a direct 
relationship between the variables and musical preferences; while other studies 
find a relationship between the attributes either within one classification or be-
tween the categories. For instance, some studies directly explore the effect of 
tempo as a basic music attribute or genre as a musical classification on music 
appreciations; while other studies investigate the relationship between the lis-
tener's gender and the preferred tempo. In contrast to the first set of studies that 
directly concern musical satisfaction, the later studies indirectly cooperate in 
music preferences. Worth mentioning, the direct relationship between the va-
riables and musical preferences is mostly investigated among intra-music factors 
and the basic layers of study involving musical qualities. Regarding the viability 
of the studies, expectedly, the extra-music factors are mostly investigated in rela-
tion to the intra-music factors, either with or without concerning musical prefe-
rences. Over the paper, the studies are discussed by concerning their direct and 
indirect influences on musical preferences. 

3. Intra-Music Factors 

The intra-music factors concern the determinants of musical appreciations 
within the realm of music. The intra-music oriented investigations, as Figure 2 
shows, have three main categories: 1) Basic Musical Attributes covers the fun-
damental notions in the musical realm, like tempo, rhythm, harmony and so on. 
2) Perceived Attributes, also called as psychological attributes, concerns the 
main characteristics of music, like descriptive words ascribed to a music, such as 
happy, sad, sorrowful, fearful, and aggressive, and etc. 3) Musical Classifications  
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Figure 2. Intra-music factors. 

 
considers the integral categorization of music pieces, either via its basic musical 
attributes or perceived attributes or a combination of both (Figure 2). The sub-
sequent sections discuss each category separately. 

3.1. Basic Musical Attributes—Basic Layer 

The first set of studies explores the direct relationship between the basic musical 
parameters and musical appreciation. These investigations consider the most 
rudimentary musical terms, including tempo, rhythm, pitch, harmony, loudness, 
complexity, melody, dissonances, and even the language of the lyrics, which all 
covers in the Basic Layer of determinants. Investigating the general relationship 
between basic musical attributes and musical appreciation forms the first mode 
of investigation in this category. For example, there is a consistent finding on 
musical harmony that the octave, perfect fifth, and perfect fourth are respectively 
the most preferred consonant intervals, in contrast to diminished second having 
the most repulsive dissonant intervals (Davies & Barclay, 1977). In a similar 
vein, V-I is the most preferred cadence, which never substitutes for any other 
progression as well as the inversions (Rosner & Narmour, 1992). Another study 
shows the enjoyment follows an inverted U-shape in complexity level of 
non-vocal music pieces; a moderate complexity level is the most preferred range 
from simplicity to hardly complex musical compositions (Gordon & Gridley, 
2013). Teo, similar to Wapnick (Wapnick, 1980), shows that pitch does not sig-
nificantly influence musical preferences, and both high and low pitch had played 
a part in musical satisfactions (Teo, 2003). Lastly, another study shows that lan-
guage has a direct influence on musical preferences; comparing English and 
German, listeners prefer the familiar over the unfamiliar language of lyric 
(Gosselin, 2017). 

As the second mode of investigation, some scholars apply limitations to either 
make their study doable or compare the results between the limited categories. 
For example, in a study limited to children, higher preference rate is observed in 
higher tempo; it shows, a “strong positive correlation between increases of tem-
po and higher preference ratings” for children (LeBlanc & McCrary, 1983). 
Another study limited to musicians shows that listeners generally preferred the 
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increased levels of tempo for slow excerpts and the decreased tempo for original 
music pieces (Geringer, 2010; Yarbrough, 1987). Furthermore, many studies 
compare the trace of basic musical attributes on musical appreciation among 
different categories, like comparing graduate and undergraduate students 
(Geringer, 1976) as well as males and females; for instance, LeBlanc and Sherrill 
explore the effect of genders on preferred singer’s gender (LeBlanc & Sherrill, 
1986). 

In contrast, other studies apply some limitations to mainly discover the prefe-
rence roots, though they also illustrate the relationship between basic musical 
attributes and musical preferences. These studies, gradually increasing among 
the neuroscientists, apply demographical limitations to the audiences. For in-
stance, a study limited to 4-month old infants shows that “infants are biological-
ly prepared to treat consonance as perceptually more pleasing than dissonance.” 
(Zentner & Kagan, 1998). Although the investigation shows more satisfaction is 
achievable by a consonant, the study mainly reflects the biological root of the 
consonant preference. The idea is followed by other researchers and resulted in 
discovering the relationship between the pitch notes and the physiological neu-
rons sensing the frequency (Tramo, Cariani, Delgutte, & Braida, 2001). Please 
consider, this type of study should not be mixed with another set of studies ex-
ploring the relationship between musical attribute preferences and biological 
attributes like brain empathy level, brain type, and so on; these studies concern 
more with the extra-music factors, rather than intra-music attributes, to find its 
direct impact on musical preference among the limited number of listeners. 

The last mode of studies considers more than one parameter simultaneously, 
to find their correlations and their importance hierarchy on musical apprecia-
tions. For example, considering both scale and tempo, a study shows that the 
order of enjoyment range is fast major, slow minor, fast minor, slow major 
(Husain, Thompson, & Schellenberg, 2002). Another study, comparing intensity 
and consonance shows that intensity was the more significant determinant of 
preference; the effect of dissonance on preference was negligible (Martindale & 
Moore, 1990). About the importance of pitch, tempo, and timber in a melody, a 
study shows the timber of melody is more kept in our memory than pitch and 
tempo, though melody identification is independent of the mentioned surface 
features (Schellenberg & Habashi, 2015). Although many paper reviews sum-
marize the influential factors on music preferences like tempo, rhythm, pitch, 
harmony, and loudness (LeBlanc, 1981; North & Hargreaves, 2008), some paper 
reviews make their endeavors to provide an order for the influential factors on 
musical preferences. For example, Finnäs conclude that higher preference tends 
to be aroused orderly by fast tempos and distinct rhythm, coherent melodies, 
absence of pronounced dissonances, and a moderate degree of complexity 
(Finnäs, 1989). 

Consequently, three investigation modes exist in exploring the direct rela-
tionship between basic musical attributes and musical appreciation, including 
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exploring the trace of limited number of attributes on musical appreciation in 
general, investigations within limited participants to compare the outcome 
among the categories or reflect the root of the musical preferences, and lastly 
considering various attributes to reflect the importance hierarchy. Since these 
attributes are the rudimentary attributes of music, there is just direct investiga-
tion of their trace on musical appreciation. 

3.2. Perceived Attributes—Basic Layer 

Another set of studies concerns the interrelation between perceived psychologi-
cal attributes and musical taste. As Frijda made an extensive discussion (Frijda, 
2008), emotion in music is an extensively discussed issues in musicology. Some 
scholars believe that “music does not, of course, literally contain or express emo-
tion.” (Evans & Schubert, 2008); while as psychologists also confirm (Juslin & 
Sloboda, 2001), many musicians believe that music can express, induce, change, 
strengthen, and mitigate emotion (Schäfer & Sedlmeier, 2010). Even some scho-
lars discuss the relationship between expressed and perceived emotion 
(Gabrielsson, 2002; Evans & Schubert, 2008). Despite the existence of different 
points of view, according to Davies, “we ascribe an emotion to a music since 
there are similarities between expressing a particular emotion and as a music 
sounds to us!” (Davies, 2003). Regarding the fact that music is one of the most 
efficient means for triggering moods, at least, we can feel an emotion in response 
to music. 

Many scholars reflect the trace of perceived attributes or emotion on musical 
satisfaction. Not only they investigate on what emotions can a music express, but 
also they explore on its direct effect on musical appreciations. As Finnäs in his 
fruitful review paper discussed the precedent studies (Finnäs, 1989), the trace of 
38 emotions and attributes are listed and investigated in more recent studies 
(Juslin & Laukka, 2004; Lindström, Juslin, Bresin, & Williamon, 2003; Rentfrow 
et al., 2012). According to the papers, the perceived attributes do not possess the 
same significance value while concerning musical appreciation; happiness, sad-
ness, fear, anger, and tenderness, and love are the most robust reflector of musical 
tastes. Accordingly, some studies limit their scope with the fewer number of emo-
tions (Eerola & Vuoskoski, 2013). Although this type of studies criticized by not 
having a clear definition for the attributes (Cespedes-Guevara & Eerola, 2018), 
and neglecting social context (Juslin & Laukka, 2004), many studies investigate 
the direct relationship between the perceived attribute and musical satisfaction. 

Another set of studies by exploring the relationship between the perceived 
attributes and other factors like basic music attributes indirectly concern the 
trace of emotion in musical appreciations. As Rigg suggested the influential ef-
fect of tempo on emotional suggestiveness (Rigg, 1940), fast tempo indicates 
happiness and restlessness, slow tempo express dignity, calmness, and sadness 
(Hevner, 1937). Another more recent study confirms that fast tempos associate 
with other terms such as happy, fear, and anger (Gabrielsson & Lindström, 
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2001). Apart from the trace of musical tempo on arousal, there is a relationship 
between the musical mode (major/minor) on musical mood (happy/sad) 
(Husain et al., 2002); even musical structure influence on the perceived emo-
tional expression (Gabrielsson & Lindström, 2001). Lastly, Guevara and Eerola 
in 2018 made a review on various studies, and tabulated a list of relationships 
between the basic musical parameters and musical psychological attributes 
(Cespedes-Guevara & Eerola, 2018). Consequently, this set of studies by explor-
ing the relationship between the basic musical attributes and the perceived 
attributes indirectly reflect musical appreciations, though not concerning musi-
cal taste. 

3.3. Musical Classifications—Classification Layer 

This set of studies concern musical classifications and their trace on musical sa-
tisfaction. Every single music attribute can be a root for classifications, like tem-
po (fast/slow), timber (vocal/instrumental), instrumental texture (monopho-
ny/polyphony), and even perceived attributes (sad, happy, scary, and tender) 
(Vuoskoski, Thompson, McIlwain, & Eerola, 2012). Although these studies have 
a trace of classification, they are located in the basic layer of studies instead of 
classification layer (Figure 2). This group of studies involves the categorization 
based on different factors, for example, categorizing music into serious and light, 
or dividing them into folk, art, and popular music which “each of these three is 
distinguishable from the others according to certain criteria” (Tagg, 1982). As 
another method of classification, we may find one parameter as a primary factor 
accompanied by some secondary issues; for example categorizing music based 
on context as liturgical/secular, location as western/non-western (Teo, 2003), era 
or historical features as tonal/atonal or tonal/post-tonal (Tymoczko, 2010). In 
this case classifications is not merely basin on one attribute, accordingly can be 
regarded in the musical classification studies. Among the variety of classification 
in musical studies concern musical appreciation, finally, 3 groups are discussed 
briefly as evidence of this mode of investigation on musical taste: Genre, Four 
music groups, and Big Five Model. 

Genre as a musical categorization is probably the most popular music de-
scriptor and organizer of large digital music databases. There is a bunch of data 
in our digital-oriented world that shows a direct relationship between the music 
preference and genre, as it is reported country and rock are the most favorite 
music genres in America (Backus, 2018). YouTube, Pandora, Spotify, Amazon 
Prime Music, and other worldwide music sources by having access to the digital 
data provide periodic reports on each music genre preferences in various geo-
graphical or listener’s ages (Swanson, 2015; Delmonte, 2017; Lopes, 2018). Fur-
thermore, genre has penetrated into studies on musicology; regardless of being the 
main aim or not, they reflect the direct influence of genre and musical satisfaction. 
For example, Schäfer & Sedlmeier report that rock, pop, and classical music were 
liked most in their study (Schäfer & Sedlmeier, 2009). Genre as a musical classifi-
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cation is directly considered in musical taste explorations. 
Some other studies by finding the relationship between genre and musical 

attribute indirectly cooperate on musical preferences. If genre is an intrinsic 
attribute or extrinsic description of music (Aucouturier & Pachet, 2003), the re-
lationship between the musical attributes and musical genre is an ongoing plat-
form for studies. For example, some scholars reflect the relationships between 
genre and repeating patterns in rhythmic or melodic sequence (Lin, Liu, Wu, & 
Chen, 2004), music lyrics (Neuman, Perlovsky, Cohen, & Livshits, 2016) timbre, 
rhythm and pitch (Brecheisen, Kriegel, Kunath, & Pryakhin, 2006). Further-
more, by applying and discovering the relationship between the genre and mus-
ical features, many studies compete on automatic genre classifications (Rosner et 
al., 2014; Vatolkin, Rötter, & Weihs, 2014; Cheng, Yang, Lin, Liao, & Chen, 
2008). Although genre categorization has traditionally been performed manually 
and “human beings were not able to classify correctly more than 76% of the mu-
sic pieces” (Lippens, Martens, & De Mulder, 2004), nowadays by considering 
multiple features of music, automatic genre classification increases the accuracy 
of classification to 80% (Costa, Oliveira, Koerich, Gouyon, & Martins, 2012; Lo 
& Lin, 2010; Costa, Oliveira, Koerich, & Gouyon, 2012). Consequently, genre as 
the most well-acknowledged music classification cooperates in music preference 
studies in both direct and indirect manner. 

In contrast to genre mostly involve basic musical attributes, the main four 
groups of music and the big five model concern more about the perceived 
attributes and emotions in music pieces (Figure 2). Thus, each category in both 
groups named in a way reflects the perceived attribute it may raise. Rentfrow & 
Gosling introduce the main four music groups as Reflective & Complex, Intense 
& Rebellious, Upbeat & Conventional, and Energetic & Rhythmic (Rentfrow & 
Gosling, 2003). In big five model, known as MUSIC called after their acronyms, 
consists of Mellow (smooth and relaxing, romantic), Unpretentious or Urban 
(uncomplicated, relaxing, unaggressive, rhythmic and percussive music), So-
phisticated (complex, dynamic, and inspiring attributes), Intense (loud, aggres-
sive, forceful, and energetic, not relaxing), and Contemporary or campestral 
(percussive, electric, and not sad) (Rentfrow, Goldberg, & Levitin, 2011). 

In contrast to the long background of genre, these recently-developed modes 
of classifications have been employed in various studies on musical preferences. 
These classifications mostly exist in studies that indirectly cooperate with musi-
cal preferences; many studies explore the relationship between genre and the 
classes. For example, R & C mostly relates to blues, jazz, classical, and folk mu-
sic, I & R relates to rock, alternative, and heavy metal music, U & C relates to 
country, soundtracks, religious, and pop music, and E & R relates to 
rap/hip-hop, soul/funk, and electronic/dance music (Rentfrow & Gosling, 2003). 
Similarly, among the big five model, each group correlated with some genres: M 
(soft rock, R&B, and adult contemporary), U (country and folk), S (classical, 
operatic, avant-garde, world beat, and traditional jazz), I (classic rock, punk, 
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heavy metal, and power pop), and C (rap, electronica, latin, acid jazz, and eu-
ro-pop) (Rentfrow et al., 2011). Arising from these relationships, Short Test Of 
Music Preferences (STOMP) and its revised version (STOMP-R) are also intro-
duced to extract musical taste based on genre satisfactions. These categorizations 
need further investigations on directly-concerned musical tastes. Regarding the 
aim of the study, having few but the most robust examples suffices to confirm 
the existence of musical classifications in musical preference studies, either in a 
direct or an indirect manner. 

4. Extra-Music Factors 

Apart from the factors within the realm of music, there are some external factors 
that affect our musical preference. They are like secondary issues interrelating 
our musical taste. Although some studies directly concern the relationship be-
tween external factors and musical tastes, most of the studies explore the rela-
tionship between extra-music factors and intra-music factors which indirectly 
cooperate with our musical preferences. As Figure 3 shows, the extra-music 
factors consist of two main categories that interact with each other: the listener’s 
attributes shared for various music pieces, and environmental condition shared 
among various listener of a performance. The personal and environmental issues 
are the roots of these variables, which are discussed separately in both basic and 
classification layers. 

4.1. Personal Attributes—Basic Layer 

Researchers always consider personal issues as one of the primary roots of our 
musical tastes; even many researchers explore the impact of various personal 
attributes, either permanent or temporal, on musical preferences. Starting from 
the most stable long-lasting features and characteristics of listeners, many stu-
dies discuss the interrelation between musical appreciation and age, ethnicity, 
gender (LeBlanc, Jin, Stamou, & McCrary, 1999), social class, family background 
(Finnäs, 1989), and education (LeBlanc, Sims, Siivola, & Obert, 1996). For in-
stance, Finnäs in his review paper echoes that music is more important for 
younger; comparing older adults, they are more open to diverse music and have  

 

 
Figure 3. Extra music factors. 
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a fewer prejudiced attitude toward certain kinds of music (Finnäs, 1989). On the 
other hand, several studies investigate the relationship between personal attributes 
and preferred attributes of music, indirectly cooperate on our musical taste. For 
example, as the listeners’ sex influences on their vocal vibrato preferences 
(LeBlanc & Sherrill, 1986), females like popular music styles more than males 
(Rawlings & Ciancarelli, 1997); adversely, males prefer louder and enhanced bass 
and sad music more than females (Chamorro-Premuzic, Fagan, & Furnham, 
2010; McCown, Keiser, Mulhearn, & Williamson, 1997). Even the listener’s oc-
cupation has an influence on tempo preferences (Foley, 1940). The trace of race 
exists in musical preferences; listeners with strong racial associations prefer to 
listen to music that communicates about their racial identities (Marshall & 
Naumann, 2018). 

Among the more permanent attributes, the physiological factors influence on 
musical tastes. For example, the empathy levels of the brain positively correlated 
with preferences for mellow music including in R&B, soul, adult, contemporary, 
and soft rock genres, and negatively correlated with preferences for intense mu-
sic exists in punk, heavy metal, and hard rock genres (Greenberg et al., 2015). As 
there is a relation between brain type and satisfactory instrumental acoustic fea-
tures (Greenberg et al., 2015), the preferred tempo range relates to the frequency 
of the motor cortex of the listener’s brains. Although “every individual has a 
preferred musical tempo, which peaks slightly above 120 beats per minute”, the 
preferred tempo relates to neural activity explaining individual variations 
(Bauer, Kreutz, & Herrmann, 2015). Regardless of the more in-depth physiolog-
ical trace, these brief examples suffice to reflect the effects of physiological im-
pacts on our music tastes. 

Familiarity with music, as an individual factor, influence on our musical pre-
ferences. In contrast to painting, no relation was found between music education 
and emotional responses to music (Miu, Pițur, & Szentágotai-Tătar, 2016); oth-
erwise, having academic musical education can significantly alter our musical 
tastes (Sink, 1992). Musicians recognize familiar musical phrases better than 
non-musicians, and they are better in musical perception as well (Besson & 
Faïta, 1995). Research results also confirm musician listener enjoys more than 
non-musicians on modern jazz (Gordon & Gridley, 2013). Even familiarity with 
music pieces can positively influence their preferences. For example, there is a 
positive relationship between the frequency of listening and liking (North & 
Hargreaves, 1995), and preference of musical pieces may increase after repeated 
listening, especially music pieces with more complexity (Finnäs, 1989; Schäfer & 
Sedlmeier, 2010). Finally, scholars’ investigations confirm that familiarity with 
music realm influences on our musical preferences. 

Another set of studies investigates the impact of temporal listeners’ attributes 
on music preferences like prior mood, being under pressure, feeling tired, or 
having severe stress, and so on. As mood affects cognitive performance (Husain 
et al., 2002), temporary listener mood influences on the processing of emotions, 
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causing trait- and mood-congruent biases (Vuoskoski & Eerola, 2011); while in-
dividuals with sad prior mood were not reliably inclined to listen to sad music, 
but they all apparently found choosing happy songs inappropriate (Friedman, 
Gordis, & Förster, 2012). Comparing to painting, prior mood was considered 
more important about emotional responses to music (Miu et al., 2016). Even 
temporal condition of a composer influence on his/her musical compositions; 
those who have physical and mental stress has more originality in their melodies 
(Simonton, 1980). Consequently, all of these personal attributes categorized from 
the most permanent to the most temporal attributes can influence on our musical 
taste and their direct and indirect traces are investigated by scholars. 

4.2. Environmental Conditions—Basic Layer 

Environmental conditions influence on our preferred music pieces and musical 
tastes in general. People may listen to different music pieces while sitting home 
lonely or standing in a dance club with their friends, expecting smooth-relaxing 
music and cheerful music to rock people respectively. Many environmental is-
sues alter our musical preferences like performance atmosphere, performer’s 
gesture, time and even season. They might have a latent essence and not ac-
knowledged in many studies and accordingly criticized by some scholars. Sen-
sory perception can distinguish intra-music attributes from environmental con-
ditions. While we listen to a music in a live performance, the sound quality, 
probable variations of tempo, loudness, articulation, intonation, and deviations 
in note timing and other audible issues influencing on our musical experience 
(Gabrielsson, 2001) should be considered as intra-music factors; On the other 
hand, the performers’ gender, ethnicity, posture, and performing movements 
which are mostly visually-perceivable attributes are among the environmental 
conditions. From the sensory-based point of view, the environmental attributes 
are classified from the most already-known invisible factors like season to the 
visible factors need continuous observation like performer movements. 

The first set of studies concerns the most covert but already known environ-
mental attributes unattached to sensual perceptions, like season, time of day, and 
even geographical situation. For instance, musical selection may reflect seasonal 
influences, though refused by Yu and Kang (Yu & Kang, 2010); “To every song, 
there is a season … reflexive and complex music when primed with fall/winter 
and energetic and rhythmic and upbeat and conventional music when primed 
with spring/summer” (Pettijohn, Williams, & Carter, 2010). As having a war 
zone experience as an environmental condition may increase the length of the 
melodies (Cerulo, 1984), geographical regions and being near to centers of mus-
ical activity influence on originality of composer’s work (Simonton, 1986). These 
brief samples reflect their trace on musical appreciations, though not thoroughly 
acknowledged and need further consideration. 

The second set of variables needs a shade of sensual perception like the holis-
tic understanding of the atmosphere, which is perceivable with a glance. Fol-
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lowing the critique on disregarding the context in experimental studies on mus-
ical preferences (Konecni, 1982), North and Hargreaves “predict that the cha-
racteristics of preferred music may also vary with the situation in which that 
music is experienced”. In an extensive study on 17 verbally-described situations, 
they confirm that “musical preferences vary in a consensual manner over a range 
of listening situations” (North & Hargreaves, 1996). Similarly, another study 
confirms the importance of physical context and the presence of other people on 
emotional responses to a piece of music (Miu et al., 2016). Although studies in 
this field are scarce, the medium which music is listened through, physical con-
dition of the listening place like temperature and color, as well as, famousness of 
the performance room and performers, general attributes of the performers 
group size of an orchestration in live music may influence on our music satis-
factory level, which all need further examinations. 

In a similar vein, another set of studies reflect the environmental conditions 
that need a continuous observation, like performers’ posture, movements, and 
facial gestures, as well as their ethnicity and skin color. As Morrison discussed 
the importance of observing the performer group (Morrison, 1998), McCrary 
explored the trace of race on musical appreciations, confirmed that both black 
and white listeners provided more positive responses to their racial group 
(McCrary, 1993); similarly, another study reflects that “white subjects preferred 
[the music performed] by white performers regardless of presentation condi-
tion” (Morrison, 1998). Even the body movement of the performer plays an es-
sential role in the communication between the performer and audience, and ac-
cordingly the enjoyment rates (Broughton & Stevens, 2009). Reflecting the im-
portance of the performer existence, live music is more effective than recorded 
one on mood enhancement and relieving tension on patients (Bailey, 1983). 
Noteworthy, being related to our visual senses, the trace of these external issues 
on music preferences might be affected by simply closing our eyes over the mu-
sic experience. Consequently, the general attributes of environmental conditions, 
from obvious already known features to the changeable attributes requiring con-
tinuous observation, can be among the environmental determinants which affect 
our musical appreciations. Since not being involved in the classification, they are 
all placed in basic layer of determinants (Figure 3). 

4.3. Personality Groups and Environmental Categories  
—Classification Layer 

Apart from the personal attributes in the basic layer, personal groups as an issue 
in the Classification Layer reflect another set of determinants of our musical 
taste. Each previously discussed attributes of the listener can be a classification 
criterion, from the most permanent factors like gender and ethnicity to more 
temporal listeners’ conditions like mood and situational stress. Although each 
classification is applicable in studies, regarding the categorizations of our paper, 
the studies applying one-item classifications fit more in the basic layer of studies. 
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Instead, the categorizations consider various attributes fit more in the classifica-
tion layer of our paper (Figure 3). For example, the listeners based on the im-
portance of music to them are divided into three groups: high-, medium-, and 
low-involved listener (Ter Bogt, Mulder, Raaijmakers, & Nic Gabhainn, 2011). 
Thus, the importance of music to the listener, which can be rooted in various 
personal issues, can be classifier which fits more in the classification layer of de-
terminants.  

Music preference seems to be a psychology-oriented decision; not only perso-
nality traits can interrelate musical appreciations (Vuoskoski & Eerola, 2011), 
but also musical preferences can be indicative of an individual’s personality 
(Langmeyer, Guglhör-Rudan, & Tarnai, 2012). Accordingly, the trace of psy-
chological classifications exists in many studies on musical taste, like introvert 
and extrovert people. For instance, the investigation’s results show that “extra-
verted subjects are inclined to enjoy popular music” (Rawlings & Ciancarelli, 
1997), and they prefer upbeat and conventional and energetic and rhythmic 
types of music like rap and hip-hop, despite some gender differences 
(Langmeyer et al., 2012). Even among the musicians, extraverts showed a prefe-
rence for “emotional” music and introverts for music with formal structure 
(Payne, 1980). Introvert and Extrovert people can also be considered as an issue 
fits more on the classification layer of determinants. 

A robust classification is the main five-factor model of personality, known as 
FFM. Following Norman’s study (Norman, 1963), The model passed a long way 
to suggest that the taxonomy of personality can be described through five major 
traits: 1) Extraversion, E-type, involves an energetic approach to the social and 
material world and includes traits such as sociability, activity, and positive emo-
tionality; 2) Agreeableness, A-type, involves a pro-social and communal orienta-
tion and includes traits such as altruism, tender-mindedness, trust, and modesty; 
3) Conscientiousness, C-type, describes socially prescribed impulse control and 
goal-directed behavior; 4) Neuroticism, N-type, involves negative emotionality 
and feeling anxious, sad, and tense, it sometimes referred to through its opposite 
pole as emotional stability; 5) Openness to experience, O-type, describes the 
breadth, depth, and originality of the person’s mental and experiential life (John 
& Srivastava, 1999; McCrae, 2009). This model has applied in many studies in 
psychology as well as musicology, though SAPA project aims to improve this 
robust personality classification (Condon, 2018). FFM is accordingly visible 
among the determinants within the classifications layer. 

Worth nothing, despite being introduced in recent decades, FFM applied in 
many studies on musical taste. As a result of being in the classification layer of 
extra-music factors (Figure 3), expectedly, most of the studies applying FFM 
focuses on the relationship between each category and preferred musical 
attributes; they indirectly reflect musical taste. For example, the E-type individu-
als like happy music, and O-type prefer listening to complex music 
(Chamorro-Premuzic et al., 2010); confirmed by Langmeyer and his colleagues, 
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there are positive correlation between music preferences of O-type individuals 
and complex, intense, and rebellious music, and negative correlation for upbeat 
music (Langmeyer et al., 2012). Similarly, another study triangulating between 
FFM, musical preferences, and physiological attributes; it shows a positive cor-
relation between being an O-type, liking for sad music, and empathy level of the 
brain (Vuoskoski et al., 2012). In addition, there are some other studies consi-
dering the relationship between the FFM classification and music genres; for in-
stance, O-type participants prefer blues, jazz, classical, and folk genres 
(Greenberg et al., 2016; Langmeyer et al., 2012); E-type and A-type people prefer 
pop, soundtrack, religious, soul, funk, electronic (Greenberg et al., 2016). 

In contrast to the personality group as a category on classification layer of de-
terminant, the environmental issues have not experienced any classification in 
studies related to musical taste. Although some studies have applied some envi-
ronmental limitation, the trace of environmental issues especially via some clas-
sification are not well discussed. Thus, as Figure 3 shows, there is a gap among 
the studies on musical taste focusing on environmental conditions especially in a 
more classified manner. Future study can develop some models and explore 
their trace on musical appreciation. 

5. Skimmed Factors as a New Layer 

Regarding the proposed model of investigations, most of the studies are located 
either in the basic or classification layers, concerning Internal or External fac-
tors. Each layer has some flaws and accordingly encountered some critiques. For 
example among the internal factors, a large number of studies in the basic layer 
reflect a very diverse and uncountable number of determinants for music prefe-
rences. This large number of variables in one hand reflects the complexity of 
music preferences, on the other hand, prevents having a general understanding 
of the most influential factors on music preferences. Although some researchers 
discussed 38 perceived attributes, it is criticized they do not reflect the actual 
musical attributes that people like (Greenberg et al., 2016). Studies on the classi-
fication layer also faced many critiques. Genre as the most significant one is 
criticized by many theoreticians and researchers for being ambiguous and sub-
jective (Lippens et al., 2004; McKay & Fujinaga, 2006); “Does ‘rock’ music refer 
to The Beatles, Bob Dylan, or Jimi Hendrix? Pop music refers to Michael Jackson 
or Justin Bieber?” (Greenberg et al., 2015). Genre cannot capture information 
about an individual’s preferences accurately. Furthermore, “Genres have little to 
do with the actual characteristics of the music.” (Greenberg et al., 2015). Conse-
quently, genres are subjective annotations with illusive definitions and social 
connotations, without concerning the musical attributes, thus cannot be catego-
rized reliably (Greasley & Lamont, 2006). 

The high number of variables in the basic layer and the problematic aspects of 
classifications result in introducing a new set of study on musical preferences. 
This set of study is introduced to, on the one hand, make the uncountable num-
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ber of variables more manageable, and on the other hand to limit the problems 
within the classification layer. It is more like a summary of the primary variables, 
which reflects the most significant ones. Accordingly, the newly developed stu-
dies can fit neither in the basic layer nor classification layer, rather in a new layer 
of study in-between. They concern a limited number of significant attributes 
rooted in musical essence, without applying any classifications; this layer called 
here as Skimmed Layer (Figure 4). Although some review studies echo a hie-
rarchy for some of the influential factors, it seems they do not cover all the sig-
nificant ones; the studies on the introduced layer summarize the influential 
attributes on our musical tastes. Consequently, the Skimmed Layer is integrated 
to our model to reflect the rare but profound studies on musical preferences, as 
well as to make a platform for further investigation. 

Various attempts have made by many researchers to provide a viable list of in-
fluential attributes on our music preferences, like years of investigations by 
Greenberg and his colleagues (Greenberg et al., 2015, 2016). Finally, in a robust 
investigation with thousands of participants, they introduced three main factors 
deeply rooted in our musical taste: Arousal which reflects the energy level of the 
music, Valence that shows sad to happy emotions in the music, and Depth that 
concerns the sophistication and emotional depth in the music (Greenberg et al., 
2016). Apart from the direct relationship between these three factors and musi-
cal preferences, the study reflects the correlation between them and five perso-
nality types, as well as 38 perceived attributes of music, indirectly cooperate in 
musical taste. For example, high arousal dimension positively correlates with in-
tense, forceful, abrasive, and thrilling and negative loading of arousal correlates 
with gentle, calming, and mellow; “Highly on valence component were fun, 
happy, lively, enthusiastic and joyful and those that had high negative loadings 
were depressing and sad.” And lastly, high depth reflects intelligent, sophisti-
cated, inspiring, complex, and poetic music, and negative depth echoes the party 
music and danceable attributes (Greenberg et al., 2016). Finally, although this 
study explores the direct and indirect relationship between the three factors and 
musical preferences, this layer of studies needs further investigations especially 
among the extra-music attributes. 

 

 
Figure 4. Skimmed layer and the final layout of music taste studies. 
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6. Conclusion 

The model is the primary outcome of this study. By focusing on temporal 
like/dislike reaction to music, at first, the study reflects the main four roots of 
our music preference determinants. As the model first presents, there are four 
roots for the musical appreciation. 1) The basic musical attributes indicate the 
trace of the fundamental elements of music on our musical appreciations, like 
tempo, mode, and harmony. 2) The perceived musical attributes concern the 
comprehensible qualities of the music and how a piece of music is felt; these 
attributes can be another set of determinants of our musical taste. 3) Personal 
attributes concern the listener criteria within a spectrum from the most perma-
nent issues like gender and ethnicity to the very temporal factor, like having 
stress while listening to music. 4) The environmental conditions cover the envi-
ronmental factors from the already known issues like season and time to the 
factors that require continuous observation, including performer gestures and 
movements. Having them together in a categorized manner can provide a better 
perception of the influential factors on our musical preferences. 

The integrated model through the paper introduces three layers of determi-
nants in the exploration of musical tastes. These layers, on the one hand, by giv-
ing an insight into the musical taste determinants make a better perception of 
the conducted studies, and on the other hand, illustrate the gap among the ap-
proaches. Worth noting, the layer-based graphical model can distinguish direct 
and indirect studies on musical appreciations. Some investigations examine the 
relationship between the attributes of a layer and musical taste directly, while 
other studies concern the relationship between the attributes in different layers, 
indirectly cooperating in musical appreciation. This paper by introducing the 
three layers of determinants provides more comprehensive determinant catego-
rizations. Furthermore, by having the graph in mind, the proposed model makes 
a platform to place the musical taste studies in the graph to reflect how the study 
is generally conducted, which attributes are considered appropriately during the 
study and which attributes needed to be concerned. The proposed layer-based 
model, provides a bedrock for further investigation, to design musical taste re-
lated studies more consciously. 

In practice, the graph reflects some gaps among the studies, especially in the 
extra-music factors, to be later considered by scholars. For example, apart from 
not properly concerning the trace of environmental condition on the musical 
taste, it seems there is no significant classification for the environmental condi-
tions at all. Enthusiastic scholars can develop some environmental categories 
and explore its effects on musical appreciations. In addition, there is no study 
summarizing the environmental attributes mentioned in the basic layer; there is 
a gap in the skimmed layer of external attributes. Consequently, the graph re-
flects some gaps among the studies on musical taste determinants. 

All in all, the proposed model sheds further light on the determinants of our 
musical appreciations; it provides a more holistic perception of the conducted 
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studies, and reflects the gap among them to be considered in future investiga-
tions. Consequently, this study by proposing a model illustrates how different 
approaches have explored musical appreciation; it shows how to develop future 
inquiries, to prevent the ignorance of influential factors and to fill the gap 
among the significant attributes. In brief, we hope this study by providing a 
more holistic understanding of the determinants brings about designing studies 
more consciously and prevent neglecting influential factors in future investiga-
tions. 
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Abstract 
This study aims to investigate the attitudes of students towards environ-
mental sustainability. To identify their level of concern for the environment 
and the impact of the academic year on their attitudes towards environmental 
sustainability, a quantitative approach was adopted using a cross-sectional 
survey. A questionnaire was distributed to (N = 78) interior design students 
at King Abdulaziz University (KAU) in Jeddah. Interior design students re-
sponded to a three-part survey including demographic characteristics, ecol-
ogy and environmental sustainability, and comments. The results revealed 
that students’ level of interest in the environment was moderate and that their 
attitudes were generally positive and moderately pro-environmental. In gen-
eral, there was understanding and awareness among students regarding the 
problems related to nature as well as a lack of accuracy of the information 
they obtained. Although the results also showed students’ understanding of 
the use of sustainable products and solutions in interior design scenarios, 
there was a clear lack of actual uses of these products and solutions in student 
projects, and there was a gap between what students said about what they 
were doing in their project and what they actually applied in their design 
projects. Finally, the results indicated that the attitudes and perceptions of the 
students surveyed regarding environmental sustainability did not actually 
depend on the specialization variable or the level of the study. Through a 
deeper application of the fundamentals of responsible design, it is shown that 
enthusiastic and conscientious students can be guided towards environmental 
sustainability and achieve exciting results. The results of this study will help 
to raise awareness of interior design educators about students’ attitudes to-
wards environmental sustainability. The results also illustrate the importance 
of following the application of sustainability requirements in interior design 
projects and of not limiting student exposure. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, the practice of interior design has undergone an essential change 
through design strategies primarily focused on producing healthy and sustain-
able environments in which people can live, work and play (Bonda & Sosnow-
chick, 2006; Hayles, 2015; Demirkan & Afacan, 2018). Nevertheless, there is a 
limited number of sustainable choices in actual design practice by interior de-
signers (Kang & Guerin, 2009; Hayles, 2015). Some studies have emphasized the 
need to change core values and perceptions so that long-term changes can be-
come effective (Mate, 2009). Building pro-environmental behaviours is essential 
to reducing negative environmental impacts and moving towards a more sus-
tainable future. 

The role of higher education is important for producing professionals capable 
of protecting the environment (Şahin & Erkal, 2017), and within this framework, 
higher education should aim to provide students with the attitudes, values and 
behaviours necessary for the development of local and global values (Summers et 
al., 2000). The integration of the knowledge, skills, attitudes and values that stu-
dents obtain through their undergraduate studies in their professional and per-
sonal lives, as well as in their environment, is one of the key functions they are 
supposed to enact in their communities and careers after graduation (Şahin & 
Erkal, 2017). Education is a critical factor in public knowledge of the environ-
ment (Polonsky et al., 2011; Paço & Lavrador, 2017). Education may also be able 
to address the limitations mentioned above, and education should be more in-
volved in the local context and meet the community’s needs for the production 
of participatory scientific knowledge (Brundiers et al., 2010). 

Design professionals have a major responsibility in paving the way for sus-
tainability (Ruff & Olson, 2009). Educators and early practitioners of interior 
design realized that our responsibility to the planet and its population is to 
meet the needs and diverse expectations of people living in the environments 
we design. We are now aware that sustainability in interior design is more 
than only being responsible for selecting “ecological” materials; it is also nec-
essary to match them with the client’s values and vision (McCoy, 2012). 
Therefore, our greatest concern should be to accustom interior design stu-
dents to the use of sustainable products and methods; moreover, there is no 
subject or project in interior design that is not directly related to sustainabil-
ity (McCoy, 2012). However, this strategy requires further efforts to make the 
interior design industry adopt fewer environmentally harmful practices (Ruff 
& Olson, 2009). 

In this regard, the Council for Interior Design Accreditation (CIDA) has spe-
cifically required academic programs to adopt sustainability education in their 
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curriculum in addition to the setting professional standards (2018) to form a 
standard (14) related to “ecosystems and comfort” whereby “interior designers 
use the principles of acoustics, thermal comfort and indoor air quality in relation 
to environmental impact and human well-being”. CIDA explained that this 
standard “allows graduates to contribute to the development of appropriate 
strategies to ensure well-being, comfort and performance in the interior envi-
ronments” and will make them more aware of the environmental impact of their 
design decisions (CIDA, 2019). 

Sustainable design, environmental design, eco-design, green design, etc., are 
expressions designating a design that respects the environment (El-Zeiny, 2012; 
Honadi, 2014). Sustainable design has become a leading movement in the field 
of architecture and design, as it concerns a worldview and philosophy that seeks 
to maximize the quality of the built environment while minimizing and eradi-
cating the negative effects on the natural environment (Honadi, 2014). Sustain-
able design reduces the impact on the environment in terms of location selec-
tion, water use, energy consumption and selection of materials (Rider, 2005; Ba-
con, 2011). 

The aim of designing a sustainable interior environment is to integrate the de-
sign process framework as a general approach that changes according to the 
needs of designers with the identification, classification and regulation of rele-
vant data requirements (Demirkan & Afacan, 2018). Some researchers have con-
firmed that a successful project is one that integrates sustainability at every stage 
of the design process, from implementation to post-occupancy (Winchip, 2007; 
Bacon, 2011). Sustainable interior design characteristics vary and are of varying 
importance. Therefore, one must follow certain methods to improve options 
when it is important for the interior designer to collaborate with users 
(Demirkan & Afacan, 2018) in addition to combining user interests, cost factors, 
time restraints and technology. Here, sustainability assigns an additional factor 
to the formation of the project (Bacon, 2011). 

The aspects of sustainable interior design mainly include energy consump-
tion, materials and the interior environmental quality (IEQ) (i.e., the internal 
conditions of the building, such as air quality, daylight access, openings on the 
exterior, etc.), water use and waste management (Khaleel, 2013). A sustainable 
built environment is the product of efforts to effectively integrate site, energy, 
water and materials as well as resources and the interior environment 
(Demirkan & Afacan, 2018). Interior designers take the lead in selecting mate-
rials and achieving low-consumption energy systems (Khaleel, 2013). Concep-
tual approaches to sustainable design proposals are often linked to the use of 
local materials, building guidance, passive solar systems, natural ventilation 
and lighting (Çeliker, 2017). In this context, Bacon provides examples of sus-
tainable design practices, identifying the importance of local specifications for 
manufactured materials or fast renewable materials and/or sustainable materi-
als (Bacon, 2011). 
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The following (Figure 1) is a summary of a mind map inspired by the table 
“Key references for the effective use of the environment” designed by Demirkan 
& Afacan (2018). This mind map illustrates the essential foundations on which 
the design of sustainable interior environments should be based. 

According to Giannelloni’s broad and very abstract definition, behaviour 
can be described as ecological and allows one, directly or indirectly, to avoid 
the degradation of the natural environment or to contribute to its protection 
and/or repeated rehabilitation (Giannelloni, 1998). In other words, behaviour 
is ecological in regard to positive cognitive and behavioural responses to envi-
ronmental problems, including environmental pollution, the population ex-
plosion, the reduction of natural resources, the extinction of some species of 
animals and plants, etc. In this context, Giannelloni finds that humans as liv-
ing organisms are usually embedded in nature and that each of our actions 
may have direct and somewhat immediate consequences on nature. This view 
emphasizes that our daily behaviours, which are harmless as consumers as well 
as citizens, are not exempt from this situation and aim to be environmental 
(Giannelloni, 1998). 

In this overall context, analysis of the knowledge, attitudes and behaviour of 
university students regarding the environmental field is particularly important, 
as these students represent the most important decision makers of the future 
(Paço & Lavrador, 2017; Al-Naqbi & Alshannag, 2018). Moreover, graduating 
designers who enter the profession today, which is saturated with the principles 
and practices of sustainability, in most cases do not have the appropriate tools 
and information to accomplish the task (McCoy, 2012). Thus, understanding the  

 

 
Figure 1. Towards the design of a sustainable interior environment, Demirkan & Afacan, 2018. 
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situation of students’ attitudes towards environmental issues will support the use 
of sustainable methods and products and facilitate the design of appropriate 
education (Ruff & Olson, 2009). 

Several studies have been conducted on the attitudes of students towards sus-
tainability (Ruff & Olson, 2009; Şahin & Erkal, 2017), on the attitudes of interior 
designers regarding sustainable interior design practices (Bacon, 2011), on the 
variables affecting student attitudes (Beery, 2013), and on the impact of interior 
design education on attitudes towards sustainable design and collaborative 
learning (Gale et al., 2014). Some researchers have revealed a lack of studies on 
student attitudes towards sustainability (Ruff & Olson, 2009; Şahin & Erkal, 
2017). 

Ruff & Olson asked 95 interior design students to assess their level of interest 
for the environment. The results were measured by an adapted version of the 
new environmental model (NEP) scale, which determines their level of confi-
dence in applying practices of sustainable interior design in projects. The results 
showed that despite these students’ environmental sustainability education, 
many were convinced that nature could be continually renewed. Researchers 
have examined the responsibility of educators to prepare for sustainability rather 
than assume that students will easily embrace this concept by themselves in their 
design projects (Ruff & Olson, 2009). This conclusion underscores the need for 
empirical evidence to support the effectiveness of sustainable design education. 

Bacon studied the attitudes of the interior designers from the practice of sus-
tainable interior design and the obstacles to be overcome to eliminate environ-
mental problems. The queries were categorized into five issues: conserving land 
resources, encouraging the use of sustainable practices in interior design, and 
improving the health of buildings, populations, and the direction and openings 
for use. The difficulties with use of sustainable practices in interior design were 
founded on three classifications: project skills, transition to sustainability, and 
knowledge and skills associated with sustainable design. In general, the attitudes 
to sustainable interior design practices were positive. There was a correlation 
between the attitudes and the difficulties expected, suggesting that a positive at-
titude contributed, in part, to overcoming the difficulties associated with sus-
tainable interior design. 

Beery performed a study of the sustainability awareness of university students 
to evaluate their participation in the pro-ecological and prosocial components of 
sustainability. By analysing what have suggested by participants in interviews, 
Beery noted that the activities in which students participated throughout their 
careers affected their vision of sustainability both positively and negatively. The 
results recommend that education have to be used as a means of raising aware-
ness and promoting positive behaviours (Beery, 2013). 

Taking a social constructivist approach, Gale et al. studied the difference in at-
titudes towards collaborative learning between interior design students who be-
longed to two different levels of education (lower and higher) and the potential 
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impact of interior design teaching on their attitudes towards design via sustain-
able and collaborative learning. The results suggested that top-level students had 
more “positive attitude” towards sustainable design than lower-level students. 
The researchers noted a relationship between the two variables. Nonetheless, the 
results showed that top-level students had less favourable positions regarding 
collaborative learning than lower-level students. From this standpoint, research-
ers have emphasized the need to focus on collaborative learning alongside sus-
tainable design training in the field of interior design education to enhance the 
professional success of future students (Gale et al., 2014). 

Şahin & Erkal investigated the attitudes towards environmental sustainability 
between two different groups (students who studied “child development” and 
those who studied “social work”) through five dimensions: 1) environmental is-
sues; 2) “insensitivity to environmental problems”; 3) “recycling for environ-
mental Sustainability”; 4) “negative thinking about a sustainable environment”; 
and 5) “the importance of a sustainable environment”. The results exposed that 
students studying “child development” “were more environmentally conscious” 
than those studying “social work” and that their knowledge and level of educa-
tion were clearly based on environmental awareness. Researchers have revealed 
that rapid changes in environmental knowledge should be raised as a challenge 
and that these changes should be included in university programs (Şahin & Er-
kal, 2017). 

2. Research Methodology 

Research Objectives 
1) To achieve a comprehensive understanding of what constitutes sustainable 

design practices in interior design projects. 
2) To investigate the attitudes of students towards environmental sustainabil-

ity by identifying their level of interest in the environment (Ruff & Olson, 2009; 
Şahin & Erkal, 2017) as measured by a revised version of the NEP and to inves-
tigate what has been identified regarding their level of confidence in applying 
sustainable design practices in interior design projects (Ruff & Olson, 2009). 

3) To investigate impact of the academic year on interior design on students’ 
attitudes towards sustainable design (Ruff & Olson, 2009; Gale et al., 2014). 

Search Questions 
1) What is the level of interest in the environment of interior design students 

at KAU? 
2) To what extent do interior design students at KAU use sustainable products 

and solutions in interior design scenarios? 
3) What is the potential impact of different levels of interior design education 

on students’ attitudes that can be adopted for sustainable design? In other words, 
are there statistically significant differences between the average responses of in-
terior design students at KAU regarding their level of interest in the environ-
ment and the extent to which they use sustainable products and solutions in in-
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terior design scenarios according to their the year level? 
A field study was carried out using the questionnaire adopted by Ruff & Olson 

(2009), with some modifications, to ensure the effectiveness of the questionnaire 
according to the context of the study. In phase one, the questionnaire was pre-
sented to a group of colleagues in the field of interior design and statistics. Then, 
in phase two, the questionnaire was given to a group of students to answer. 
These two phases made it possible to verify the clarity of the language and pres-
entation. Through these phases, some suggestions were made regarding both the 
large number of questions and the resolution structure. Based on the comments, 
some questions about pro-environmental behaviours were removed and merged 
with questions related to the relationship between environmental sustainability 
and interior design. 

Data collection procedures 
The data were collected through an online questionnaire in classrooms that 

provided questions in two languages (Arabic and English). The questionnaire 
was sent to all interior design students enrolled in KAU in Jeddah during the 
first semester of the 2018-2019 academic year. 

The target sample of this study was (n = 87) female students representing the 
population of interior design students at King Abdulaziz University. A stratified 
sample was applied based on the year level (level 3-Studio 1-first year of spe-
cialization; level 5-Studio 3-second year of specialization; level 7-Studio 5-third 
year of specialization). The year level variable can affect the level of knowledge 
that prevails and shape students’ attitudes. 

Instrumentation and development of the questionnaire 
The questionnaire included three sections: 1) demographic characteristics, 2) 

ecology and environmental sustainability and 3) comments (Figure 2). In the 
first section, participants were asked to provide additional demographic social 
information useful for analyses, such as age, nationality, admission to the pro-
gram (competition, equivalence), level of specialization, studio level (1, 3, 5), and 
the regularity of development in accordance with the programme plan (regular 
and irregular). 

Ecological attitude was measured in the first axis of the second section of the 
questionnaire (15 questions) through a modified version of the new NEP envi-
ronmental model (New Ecological Paradigm) (Dunlap et al., 2000). 

In measuring the degree of approval of an environmental vision of the world, 
an NEP survey was prepared using its original 1978 version to compare the en-
vironmental orientations of American students (Ruff & Olson, 2009). Dunlap et 
al. have designed a revised version of the NEP scale in which 15 elements are 
grouped together as a “new environmental model Scale” (Dunlap et al., 2000). 
The revised NEP is an improved measurement tool compared to the first scale, 
as it covers the basic aspects of ecological vision (Dunlap et al., 2000) and does 
so more comprehensively. Some researchers consider it to be the most appropri-
ate measure to use as a predictive tool for environmental attitudes (Dunlap et al.,  
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Figure 2. Structure and development of the questionnaire. 

 
2000; Ruff & Olson, 2009; Harraway et al., 2012). 

Participants were asked to assess their level of approval for each term on a 
five-point Likert scale. The responses were then converted according to the NEP 
rate, with the highest overall scores pointing to a more pro-environmental (en-
vironmentally friendly) attitude on a scale of 1 to 5. In addition, students’ atti-
tudes towards environmental sustainability were measured during the second 
axis of the second section of the questionnaire (10 questions). Respondents as-
sessed the terms using the 5-point Likert method. 

During the third section of the open questions (5 questions) titled “Com-
ments”, respondents commented on environmental sustainability 1) by men-
tioning some personal practices of environmental sustainability, 2) by providing 
some types of recommendations for durable solutions to their presumed clients 
and 3) by mentioning some of their uses for sustainable solutions during their 
design projects. 

This section of the comments was evaluated by the researcher to determine 
the correct answers, adding “Yes” or “No” if the participant made a valid com-
ment on the questionnaire. We then collected the number of negative answers 
that related to leaving the answer blank or answering “I don’t know” as well as 
similar responses, such as “I can’t answer”, “no comment”, or “I haven’t studied 
that yet”. 

Data Analysis Procedures 
To achieve the objectives of the study, the Statistical Package for Social Sci-

ences computer program (SPSS) was used to analyse the data and obtain results 
as follows: 
• Repetitions and percentages to describe the properties of the study sample. 
• Means and standard deviations to identify the responses of the sample to 
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each of the questionnaire terms. 
• Mono variance analysis (one-way ANOVA) to determine the significance of 

differences between more than two separate groups. 
Study Sample 
Table 1 shows the distribution of the characteristics of the students who an-

swered the questionnaire: 78 of the 87 target students in the field of interior de-
sign at King Abdulaziz University. The participants represented 90% of the total 
number of the target population, with 84.6% Saudis and 26.4% different Arab 
nationalities (23.1% Syrian, 29.5% Palestinian, 11.5% Egyptian and 14.1% Yem-
eni). The age range of respondents was from 19 to 25 years, with an average age 
of 22 years and the most common age being 21 years. 

The results showed that 97.4% of all these students were accepted according 
to their requests for the annual specialty exam and 97.4% according to the 
program plan. The results also revealed that compared to the total number of 
students responding (78), 35.9% were registered at level 3-Studio 1-first year of 
specialization, 34.6% at level 5-Studio 3-second year of specialization, and 
29.5% at level 7-Studio 5-third year of specialization. Note that these students 
had varying levels of knowledge and skills relating to different aspects of envi-
ronmental sustainability because they belonged to different levels of Interior 
design studios. 

Limitations/implications of the search 
First, the participating students were female and represented the total number 

of interior design students at KAU. Future studies should include male samples 
from similar disciplines such as architecture. 

Second, the participating students were State university students. Although 
the university is an important university in the country, additional studies 
should include samples from other government and private institutions. 

 
Table 1. Distribution of students according to their individual characteristics. 
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3. Results 

This section presents the results of the study derived from answering the ques-
tions. To answer the first question concerning the measurement of the interest of 
interior design students at KAU in the environment, means and standard devia-
tions were calculated and the sample’s approval grades were computed on envi-
ronment-related terms; the results are presented in Table 2. 

The results are presented in descending order, from the largest mean to the 
smallest mean, indicating a less positive attitude. Table 2 shows that the mean of 
the degree of approval of the sample in terms of the interest of interior design 
students at KAU in the environment ranged from 1.55 to 4.86, where statement 
(6), that “The earth has plenty of natural resources if we only learn how to de-
velop them”, obtained the highest average with a mean value of 4.86, while the 
negative statement (5) that “Humans are severely abusing the environment” re-
ceived the lowest average with a mean value of 1.55. The table also shows that 
the total number of statements has a moderate level (3.21) and an average ap-
proval level, which shows that the interest of interior design students at KAU in 
the environment is moderate. 

Table 3 shows the precise mean responses of the sample to the degree of ap-
proval. 

The results of the second question regarding the measurement of the use of  
 
Table 2. Means and standard deviations of responses regarding the interest of interior design students at KAU in the environment. 
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sustainable products and solutions in interior design scenarios, the calculation of 
mean and standard deviations and the grading of the degree of approval of the 
sample in terms of the use environmental solutions and methods in interior de-
sign scenarios are presented in Table 4. In the second phase, open responses 
were considered and categorized. 

Table 4 shows that the mean of the degrees of approval of the sample in terms 
of the use of sustainable products and solutions in interior design scenarios of 
the environment ranged from 3.01 to 4.59, where statement (20) “If I had the 
opportunity, I would build my home using sustainable methods” obtained the 
highest average with a mean value of 4.59, while statement (24) “I have the 
knowledge to justify the added cost of sustainable features to clients” received 
the lowest average with a mean value of 3.01. The table also shows that the total 
statements had an average value of 4.12 and a significant degree of approval, 
which indicates that the use of sustainable products and solutions in interior de-
sign scenarios is highly significant. Regarding the opening answers, 83.3% of re-
spondents answered the first question concerning personal environmental sus-
tainability practices, while 17.7% did not answer this question. The results re-
vealed three categories of practice: 
• Daily practices related to the recycling, reduction and reuse of various materi-

als and products (plastic bags, waste, cans, paper, etc.), which reduces energy  
 

Table 3. Average responses of sample members to the degree of approval. 

 
 
Table 4. Means and standard deviations of responses to the use of sustainable products and solutions in interior design scenarios. 
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and water consumption (enjoy the climate and natural lighting, and make 
sure to turn off the light when leaving the room or home, etc.). 

• The expected practices in the interior design studio, which are often associ-
ated with the choice of environmentally friendly materials and theoretical 
solutions that reduce electricity and energy consumption, as well as of envi-
ronmentally compatible design options. 

• Social practices that publish information, inform society of the importance of 
environmental sustainability and choose environmentally friendly materials. 

As for the second question regarding the recommendations of sustainable so-
lutions for users, 14.2% of the participants did not answer the question. The 
percentage of respondents who did answer the question was 85.8%. The results 
indicate that the recommendations for reliable solutions for clients were related 
to the following five concepts: 
• Energy (thermal insulation, renewable energy, solar energy, solar panel, LED 

lighting, etc.). 
• Use of water (use of alternatives to wastewater and economy in consumption, 

etc.). 
• Design (integration of the external environment at home in addition to green 

surfaces, allocation of waste organizing places, study of environmental con-
trol systems according to the requirements of the environment, utilization of 
lighting and natural ventilation, use of local resources, use of sustainable raw 
materials, concept of expanded windows in favour of natural lighting, etc.). 

• Materials (durability of the materials, the nature of the material: non-toxic, 
natural to facilitate the recycling process, the raw materials used and the 
methods of treatment, etc.). 

• Furniture (recycling furniture). 
With regard to the use of sustainable solutions in their own design projects, 

the results revealed that almost half of the respondents (42.3%) did not answer 
the question, while only 58.7% indicated some use of sustainable solutions in 
their own projects. 

The mean and standard deviations of the responses of the interior design stu-
dents at KAU were calculated according to their level of interest in the environ-
ment and the extent to which they used sustainable products and solutions in 
interior design scenarios depending on the year-level variable; the results were as 
follows Table 5. 

We performed an analysis of single variance to determine the significance of 
the differences between the responses of students about their level of interest in 
the environment and the extent to which they use of sustainable products and 
solutions in interior design scenarios. 

Table 6 illustrates that the values of the significance levels were greater than 
0.05 in all axes, meaning that there were no statistically significant differences 
among the averages of the responses of interior design students at KAU regard-
ing their level of interest in the environment and that the extent of their use of  
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Table 5. Means and standard deviations of students’ responses on their level of interest in the environment and the use of sus-
tainable products and solutions in interior design scenarios depending on the year level. 

 
 
Table 6. Test analysis. 

 
 

sustainable products and solutions in interior design scenarios were due to their 
year level. These results mean that the level of interest in the environment of in-
terior design program students at KAU and the extent of their use of sustainable 
products and solutions in interior design scenarios vary according to the aca-
demic year. 

4. Discussion 

Several large-scale studies on sustainability and the environment were con-
ducted, but individual responses to the different statements generally reflected 
more favourable attitudes towards the environment and sustainability. In the 
current study, the attitude level of interior design students towards environ-
mental sustainability was determined. The mean of the environmental sustain-
ability measurement data was 3.21. This value was greater than the average value 
on the 5-degree scale, and participants’ data showed that the majority of students 
surveyed were environmentally responsible and were likely to be very interested 
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in environmental practices. Similar results have been obtained in the literature 
on attitudes towards sustainable environments (Ruff & Olson, 2009; Şahin & 
Erkal, 2017). These findings emphasise the importance of education in building 
the awareness and promoting positive behaviours of environmental sustainabil-
ity as well as the inclusion of sustainable methods and products in educational 
methods. After analysing the numerous statements, the researcher recommends 
increasing support for environmental awareness and educating students about 
conserving environmental resources. Sustainability should be a conceptual ap-
proach with a philosophical dimension that reflects a positive means of achiev-
ing effective practices. 

Environmental sustainability/Ecology  
As for the number of natural resources statement (6), the degree of approval 

of the sample stating that “The earth has plenty of natural resources if we only 
learn how to develop them” obtained the highest average with a mean value of 
4.86. This finding indicates that the respondents were aware of the balance 
needed to be achieved between the conservation of natural resources and human 
work. However, the degree to which the respondents agreed with the negative 
statement that “The balance of nature is very delicate and easily upset” was 
small, with a mean value of 2.46, reflecting the awareness of students of envi-
ronmental problems. 

The students seemed to have very positive attitudes towards the expression of 
respect for nature statement (7), where the average with a mean value of the de-
gree of approval of the sample reached 4.77. The results also showed that re-
spondents were aware of the possibility of a disaster if things continue on their 
current situation, as seen in by statement (15). The results of statement (12) were 
examined in conjunction with the results of statement (2); surprisingly, the de-
gree to which respondents agreed with statement (2), that “Humans have the 
right to modify the natural environment to suit their needs”, was moderate, and 
the average with a mean value of 3.27 was either the degree of approval of the 
students for statement (12), “Humans are meant to rule over the rest of nature”, 
or the average with a mean value of 2.00. 

Statement (1) asked for answers to “We are approaching the limit of the 
number of people the earth can support”, and the degree of approval of the sam-
ple was moderate, with a mean value was 3.32. When the participants were asked 
about the negative statement (3), “When humans interfere with nature it often 
produces disastrous consequences”, the degree of approval of this term was 
moderate, and the average with a mean value was 2.60. A large segment of the 
respondents believe that human actions have serious consequences for nature. 
The degree of approval of the students who were asked “The so-called ‘ecological 
crisis’ facing humankind has been greatly exaggerated” in statement (10) was 
low, and the average with a mean value was 2.55, while the negative statement 
“Humans are severely abusing the environment” was lower, and the mean 
reached 1.55. 
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Environmental sustainability 
The average of the degree of approval of the sample for the terms related to 

the use of sustainable products and solutions in interior design scenarios was 
4.12. This value was much higher than the average value of the 5-measure. The 
study of respondents’ responses reflects the fact that for statement (20), “If I had 
the opportunity I would build my home using sustainable methods”, the average 
is the same as their approval for this term (4.59). The results also show that the 
majority of students could complete an interior design project using sustainable 
methods. The average regarding the degree of approval of the respondents who 
believed “sustainability” should be required in the interior design program was 
4.40, reflecting a very high approval level, while the average with a mean value 
was 4.33 reflected the extent to which respondents believed they “could complete 
an interior design project using sustainable products”. 

The average with a mean value regarding the degree to which the students 
surveyed believe they can direct the client towards a sustainable career design if 
they are consulted was very large, while it was significant in terms of the 
possi-bility of “directing a client to a sustainable building in residential or com-
mercial design”. As for the degree to which students interviewed believed in 
statement (19), that “there is no reason that using sustainable practices in design 
is op-tional”, it was significant and valued at 3.81. In addition, the average of 
those who believed in statement (24), that “knowledge justifies the added cost of 
sustainable features to clients”, was lower, reached 3.01 and was considered me-
dium. 

Comments 
In the comments section, it should be noted that the answers varied. The re-

sults indicate that respondents understand environmental sustainability and 
have an awareness and a sense of commitment to environmental sustainability in 
the future. A review of the open responses to the applications of students of the 
interior design of sustainable solutions in their projects revealed a gap between 
these and the closed responses in section (2) of the questionnaire. This result in-
dicates a relative difference between the behaviour of respondents in using sus-
tainable solutions in their projects and the approved attitude they have an-
nounced. In other words, there is a gap between what students think (the Envi-
ronmental Sustainability section) and what they do in their design projects 
(Comments section). This result confirms the findings of Ruff & Olson, who 
found a contradiction between what the students think they know (Environ-
mental Sustainability section) and what they actually know (Comments section) 
(Ruff & Olson, 2009). 

What is the potential impact of teaching interior design on attitudes towards 
sustainable design? The results show that the level of environmental concerns of 
students of interior design at KAU, using products and sustainable solutions in 
interior design scenarios, is important regardless of the academic year of spe-
cialization they belong to and of their level of study. Contrary to the findings of 
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Gale et al., that higher-level students have a more positive attitude towards sus-
tainable design than lower-level students with a relationship between the two 
variables (Gale et al., 2014), and in contrast to the researcher’s expectations, the 
results of the current study showed that the attitudes and perceptions of design 
students at KAU regarding environmental sustainability varied depending upon 
the year or the level of study. 

5. Conclusion and Recommendation 

In general, the attitudes of interior design students at KAU were pro-environmental, 
yet the answers to the various environment-related statements, which were taken 
separately, did not illustrate the importance of pro-environmental attitudes for 
all students. Although it is clear that there is a general understanding of students 
of problems related to nature, a lack of information accuracy was detected, in 
particular, through the presence of a large number of unstable responses. 
Therefore, the researcher recommends the need to organize workshops and 
conferences on environmental problems and identify these problems and the 
challenges that exist to overcome them. 

As for the use of sustainable products and solutions in interior design scenar-
ios, the statements of the interior design students at KAU reflect clear ideas for 
responsible design. Considering the multiple and diverse responses to the use of 
sustainable products and solutions in interior design scenarios, the results 
showed an understanding of the methods and products, but their application in 
the design of students showed significant shortcomings. In this context, the re-
searcher recommends that the application of these methods and products be 
followed closely by the studio educators. They should also seek to identify and 
overcome the obstacles that students often face in this context. By deepening 
students’ understanding of how to apply the fundamentals of “responsible de-
sign”, they can be directed to achieve interesting results. The next generation of 
interior designers must be well prepared to engage in the environmental conser-
vation system, especially as the current situation will accept no further leniency 
or disregard in the application of those practices. 

As a study of environmentally sustainable design has not been conducted 
from the perspective of students in Saudi Arabia and because the country is 
working hard to support environmental sustainability, this study explored the 
levels of knowledge about environmental sustainability, cognition, attitudes and 
behaviour among university students. 

In addition, previous research has clearly revealed the lack of studies on this 
topic and recommended a study of students’ environmental issues, as students 
are the fundamental factors of change who will confront the environmental 
problems of current human activities. 

The results of this study will help to raise awareness of interior design educa-
tors about students’ attitudes towards environmental sustainability. The results 
also illustrate the importance of following the application of sustainability re-
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quirements in interior design projects and of not limiting student exposure. 
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Abstract 
Qipao is one of the most famous and most remarkable representatives of tra-
ditional Chinese dress which also can display the lasting appeal of oriental 
women. Qipao is not just a piece of clothing it is omnipresent in people’s life. 
In this study, attempts were taken to redesign and develop Qipao by the inte-
gration of innovative design and selection of traditional Bangladeshi Khadi 
fabric. Firstly, the traditional Bangladeshi Khadi fabric was weaved by using 
handloom after that the pattern and design selection were done. Then the 
development of the fashionable Qipao by the infliction of handmade Khadi 
fabric was conducted. Furthermore, the market survey was conducted to eva-
luate the acceptance of redesigned Qipao among individuals. Survey results 
represent that, redesigned Qipao got the new consumer’s attention and ac-
ceptability which will acquire and convey forward the conventional Qipao so-
cial meaning and aesthetic worth. 
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1. Introduction 

Qipao, in Chinese, which can be written as 旗袍 (Qi’s pao or Qi’s robe) or 祺袍 
(robe with luck) (Zhang et al., 2010; Yang, 2007). Qipao (qípáo) means “banner 
dress” or “banner gown”, which refers to a style of a robe in the Qing dynasty 
(1644-1911) which was worn by Manchu women at that time (Ng, 2015; Herol-
dová, 2014). Qipao is a form-fitting traditional Chinese dress worn by the wom-
en. Qipao is also called “cheongsam” (Guo, 2014; Ching-Yu, 2011). The struc-
ture of Qipao which was worn by the Manchus was a long and loose-fitting 
dress. And that loose fitted garments were suited with their lifestyle. The Qipao 
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dress got more popular across the mainland when China was conquered by the 
Manchu community at the Qing Dynasty. Cheongsam 長衫 is the Anglicized 
similar to the Cantonese pronunciation of the word for a long robe originally 
worn by men in the Qing dynasty (1644-1911) (Ng, 2018). 

Qipao is not just a dress but also a representative of Chinese traditional dress. 
The main features of Qipao are a one-piece dress, fitted waist which can fully 
show the beautiful curve of a woman, the exquisite stand collar, oblique flap, the 
handmade button which forms the perfect combination of Qipao (Peng, 2016). 
Qipao is the representative of Oriental women’s beauty which is a typical Chi-
nese national traditional costume that is harmonious and unified inside and out-
side (Wei, 2017). For its artistic value and aesthetic characteristics Qipao is 
called an exotic dress in Chinese women’s dress culture. Based on traditional 
Manchu women clothing the Qipao was designed by Han women (Qiao & Tan, 
2017). In the early 20th century Qipao was designed with Western elements, 
which is representative of the typical combination of Eastern and Western cul-
tures. The birthplace of modern Qipao is Shanghai which is a typical representa-
tive of oriental beauty. The “craftsmanship of Shanghai Qipao” shows the in-
tangible cultural heritage of Shanghai (Sun & Ma, 2011). 

“Khadi” a handspun and handwoven fabric which is originated from the Hin-
di word “Khad” or “pit”. Khad is a native name for the pit in which the weaver is 
seated at ground level and operates the loom with his legs and feet (Gupta et al., 
2017). It is also probable that Mahatma Gandhi derived the name Khadi from 
khaddar, a traditional native word for homespun and handwoven cloth. That’s 
why Khadi is also called another name Khaddar. Khadi was not just a symbol; it 
was a massive exercise in an organizational establishment, in forging networks, 
brand building, and ideological investment (Ramagundam, 2008). It is manu-
factured into two steps: manufacturing of yarn using “Charkha” (A spinning 
wheel) and manufacturing of fabric by yarn using loom (handloom) (Kumari & 
Sing, 2019; Sharma et al., 2016). Khadi’s self-texture is subtle due to hand spin-
ning and hand weaving. Khadi is the only fabric where the texture is unique and 
distinctive that it cannot be duplicated due to the hand spinning of the yarn 
(Kaur & Rathore, 2017). 

Yan Lanlan et al. analyzed “how contemporary people perceive Qipao’s de-
sign” (Yan et al., 2014). Jiang Yin Li studied “The design elements and contem-
porary use of china’s Cheongsam” (Yin-Li, 2013). Wessie Ling investigated the 
“Fashioned way of the Qipao in 1930s China by Chinese Women” (Ling, 2017). 
Lushan Sun Studied the “70 Years of Fashion in the Chinese Dress” (Sun & Le-
Hew, 2013). Chui Chu Yang studied “how Qipao is defined by and has meanings 
for young women from Chinese and Taiwanese cultures” (Yang, 2007). Yuhong 
Liu studied “The tailoring method of Republic of China’s Cheongsam” (Liu, 
2016). Yi Wu analyzed the “Cheongsam design elements and influence on mod-
ern dress design” (Wu, 2015). They studied the meaning, evolution period, 
structure, pattern, color, trimming, tailoring method, pattern and style devel-
opment process of Qipao and played an important role in modern time. 
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In this study, endeavors were taken to redesign and develop traditional Qipao 
by the integration of innovative design and selection of traditional Bangladeshi 
Khadi fabric. Furthermore, the market survey was conducted to evaluate the ac-
ceptance of redesigned Qipao among individuals. 

2. Importance of Fashionable Qipao Design 
2.1. Popularity of Qipao 

In the modern centenary, if contemporary Qipao needs continuity, advance-
ment, and craze until be handed down from one genesis to another, the ad-
vancement and modernization are compulsory. Modern Qipao must have na-
tional emotions, traditional spirits, and the flavor of the times, to meet the needs 
of modern aesthetics. This is the need of the development of the times. Qipao 
can be called a type of high fashion. Nowadays Qipao got the high acceptance 
and popularity among the fashion-conscious women because it can show the 
beautiful curves of the chest, waist, and hips of beautiful women. Fashionable 
Qipao can fulfill the aesthetic beauty requirements of beautiful women by main-
taining tradition and follow up the fashion trends that’s why it is a hot and pop-
ular fashion costume among oriental women. Qipao targets on the legitimate fit 
between clothing and the body, the elementary and bustling construction, the 
delicacy and innate style, and the terse and eloquent line. Some fashion design-
ers who like the classical oriental civilization will push Qipao into the global level, 
which brings a good future market. The stipulate of the family market chiefly mir-
ror in the classical wedding dresses, while on other official moments come out to 
be fewer. While not at away, the distinct behavior makes people have a habit of 
wearing the various dresses for various functions, such as morning dress, day 
dress, evening dress, and so on, and there is a larger space for obligation and 
market potential for Qipao.  

2.2. Evolvement with the Modern Age 

In the integration atmosphere of multiracialism, diversity and multi-level artis-
tic, there has never been the glister of “some style leading the trend for several 
hundred years” before several centuries in the domain of garment, metempsy-
chosis, and equivalent of the assortment of styles is shown to the world, repeat-
edly come up new adventure shake the territory of fashion. The accelerated 
modification in the whole world makes people too many things to see, and let 
the human involvement the reverberation in the air from the appeal of fashion. 
Fashion is chic and prominent with the materialistic and dimensional, which 
makes it be more accessible signs of the times and made a guide and great brunt 
on consumers. The global fashion information through the clothing fiscal and 
commerce swap to the domestic, and the modernization of manufacture tech-
nology, the advancement of progress and the gimmick and use of new compo-
nents boost the improvement of the homely clothing market on a large scale. 
The domestic attire is adaptable and coincides to develop, not only ingest and 
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concentrate the basis of offshore civilization, but also absorb the classical pres-
ence of the tribe, take the reputation and fashion as a goal, and explore the fa-
miliar advancement.  

2.3. Comfort of Qipao 

With the change of people’s working and living conditions in modern society, 
the pressure of work and life is greater, so people need to wear comfortable 
clothes, to bring some buffer to the tense life. Qipao is to highlight the body and 
fit the three-dimension, so that the wearer should always keep the tight posture 
of chest, waist, and hips in the process of wearing, while the high stand collar 
keeps the whole neck straight, restricts the flexible rotation of the neck and shoul-
ders so that the whole body is always in a stiff state, which makes the clothing 
bring people tired in wearing, so Qipao is used in daily wear. In the design of the 
style, we should keep its graceful curve and reduce the limit to the body as much as 
possible to make it more comfortable to wear. The comfortable, easy to maintain 
and clean fabric is more accepted by modern people. With the acceleration of 
modern life, it is more convenient to put on and off the fashionable Qipao. 

2.4. Artistry and Individuation of Qipao 

After hundreds of years of baptism, the elements of Chinese traditional Qipao 
have become old and out of date in the modern era of seeking new and different 
things. The beautiful things are the eternal cycle of life, the endless existence of 
life, and the unremitting spirit, which is reflected in our continuous thinking 
about the essence of life. Personalized clothing must have beauty. It is the com-
bination of the designer’s artistic personality and the consumer’s personality. 
Only a garment can finally realize its value. It is comprehensive rather than sin-
gle. It combines the material, style, processing technology and decoration tech-
niques of Qipao to create a Qipao form combining tradition and personality, ar-
tistry and traditional elements. Inject new life into the traditional Qipao. 

2.5. Diversification of Fabrics 

The development and change of fabric will always bring about the revolution of 
clothing. The first improvement of Chinese traditional Qipao is due to the input 
of new Western clothing materials. The input of fabric brings new patterns, new 
color combinations, and unprecedented fabric performance and texture. There 
are also new auxiliary materials and accessories, such as all kinds of new me-
chanism lace and buttons. With the development of new technology, the original 
manual processing characteristics of Qipao, such as inlaying and rolling, em-
broidery, are gradually weakening, which brings more area to Qipao fabric. The 
rich variety of modern clothing fabrics creates a broader area for the innovative 
design of Qipao. In the past, Qipao fabrics were mostly hand-painted and tradi-
tional decors. Modern fabrics of various new forms are very different from the 
past in color, pattern, and texture. From the performance of fabrics, they devel-
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op wrinkle resistance, wash ability, aging and quilting and padding that reflect 
the texture change. In addition, they also have the texture appearance of lumi-
nescent, metal, plastic and strange fabrics of glass, shiny stone, metal, and other 
attachments. The richness and diversity of fabrics bring new things to Qipao. 
The concept of “Qipao” will make Qipao develop in a comprehensive, and mul-
ti-dimensional direction, which will bring the characteristics of renewal, beauty, 
and comfort to Qipao. Qipao, as the representative clothing of the Chinese na-
tion, has condensed the cream of the whole nation’s clothing culture for thou-
sands of years. The reason why it has spread so far has a lot to do with its 
“choice” and “change”. While maintaining the connotation of traditional Chi-
nese culture, it constantly absorbs the elements of fashion, making it a fashion 
style coexisting with tradition and fashion. 

3. Research Scopes for Fashionable Qipao Design 
3.1. By Style Development 

The style of Qipao is changing with the change of the time. In the modern era, 
Qipao has got rid of the impression of flowing, loose and stereotype, and rein-
forced improvement of the body shape. The backdated old-fashioned waist of 
the Qipao gradually changed from the previous loose into tight narrow and the 
stand collar gradually turned into a modern and stylish low collar, which makes 
people’s neck slender. The location of the buttons of Qipao is not confined to the 
armpit but moved to the left and right of the chest and back, which seems to be 
generous and the beauty of women’s posture coming forward by getting shorter 
the length of Qipao. The style of Qipao can transform thousands of dignified or 
sexy style with a slight change (Zhang et al., 2010). Only the innovation in style 
and adding new elements, the Qipao could find its place and fascinate people’s 
attention (Ding, 2016). 

In this study, the style is inspired by Chinese fashion trends and Bangladeshi 
fashion trends. Here the A-line silhouette, Hourglass silhouette, Ballgown sil-
houette, Sheath silhouette, Straight column silhouette is used because they are 
popular and suitable dress silhouette for dress design. The flat pattern cutting 
method is used to develop a dress pattern. The Chinese mandarin collar is used 
because the Chinese mandarin collar is an important component of traditional 
Qipao. Some fashionable long sleeves are used which are looks like bell sleeves, 
puff sleeves, peasant sleeves, flounce sleeves, sleeves with a cuff which is most 
suitable for the current fashion trends and also for the Qipao and it also made 
them more fashionable and elegant. Single-sided large round front, Single-sided 
slanted front, Double-sided round-ba front, Double-sided angular-ba front is 
used in the chest area as an opening and for decoration as well. The dress length 
is long which reaches near to the ankle.  

3.2. By Fabric Development 

With the use of different fabrics in a Qipao, it can change the visual effects of the 
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Qipao. We should choose different fabrics according to the uses because of Qipao 
has a very broad choice of materials. To get comfortable, beautiful, well-balanced 
coordination, prudent and generous effect on the daily wear Qipao it needs to 
choose a different color of fabrics according to age, color, shape, and other charac-
teristics. For the short Qipao, lightsome, cool, beautiful and practical it can be 
chosen pure cotton printed shirting, yarn-dyed poplin, poplin, and even color, all 
kinds of yarn, printing horizontal satin, jacquard cloth, and other thin fabric in the 
summer season. It can be chosen synthetic or mixed textile products, such as the 
various flash silk, polyester silk, and a variety of thin fabrics in the spring and au-
tumn season (Zhang et al., 2010). Its appearance keeps its smooth than the cotton 
fabric, gorgeously pleasing to the eye, in neither cold nor hot season is very suita-
ble to wear although these fabrics contain moisture and poor ventilation. 

In this study, Bangladeshi traditional handmade Khadi fabric is used to de-
velop modern Qipao. Khadi which is a handwoven fabric has the quality of al-
lowing more air penetration. Due to the thick and thin spaces created during 
hand spinning and for this reason, the hand-woven fabric forms air pockets in 
the fabric so this fabric breathes better and makes the fabric cooler, softer and 
more absorbent than highly uniform and compact machine-made fabrics. By 
adding breathability, it also increases the quality of the fabric which can keep the 
fabric cooler in summer and warmer in winter. The hand-woven fabric has a 
visible character and textural beauty. It can hold up very well to repeat launder-
ing quality because Khadi cotton is a very strong fabric. Khadi cloth is unique 
and expensive because it’s a handcrafted self-textured fabric. Some of Khadi fa-
bric such as mulmul has a translucent quality. Khadi silk has richness and sheen 
quality that’s why it is highly-priced fabric. Different places in Bangladesh pro-
duce different varieties of Khadi. Nowadays we found lots of dyed Khadi fabric 
that are dyed with a variety of colors and decorated by tied and dyed, block 
prints to give its beautiful surface. For this reason, Khadi is a suitable fabric for 
Qipao. Khadi fabric will give the Qipao the elegant looks with comfortability. 

Cotton, silk, wool, and polyester made yarns are mostly used for Khadi fa-
brics. However, cotton yarn was used for Khadi fabric production for this study 
as the main raw material. These yarns were produced by hand-spun techniques. 
The weave structure of that Khadi fabric consists of the plain weave as their 
structure. The yarn count for the warp yarn of the fabric is 30 Ne and the yarn 
count for the weft yarn is 24 Ne. Fabric GSM was 190/100cm2. Table 1 shows the  

 
Table 1. Weaving parameter. 

Loom Handloom 

Speed (rpm) 100 

Reed speed (inch) 50 

Weave Plain 

E.P.I 44 

P.P.I 40 
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weaving parameters of Khadi fabric. 

3.3. By Innovative Application of Traditional Craftsmanship 

With the change of time, the pattern is also changing with the fashion and sea-
son. The pattern on the Qipao can reflect the design in a more fashionable way. 
Qipao with plate and intestines, wan word, flower pattern, watermark mainly re-
flects the meanings of good luck at the end of the Qing period. It was reflected 
the lacy adornment beauty in the 1920s when all the Qipao’s collar, sleeve, lapel, 
and garment were decorated continuously with lace patterns. There was a more 
westernized pattern, like a check, broken pattern, and so on in the 1930s when 
the Qipao patterns were extremely rich, by western cultural influences. The pat-
terns of Qipao are more and more exquisite, and more and more emphasis is on 
the role of “decorated” fashion after the evolution of a hundred years. In the 
modern era to ornament any of Qipao has a pattern as a “finishing touch”, or 
fabric pattern, or a separate inlaid pattern, or using other fabric cutting patterns, 
or special embroidery pattern, or hollow pattern, various designs are designed 
(Zhang et al., 2010). The decorative Qipao patterns can be seen reflecting a va-
riety of personality including, elegantly dignified, elegant and poised, beautifully 
generous, romantic and elegant and so on but there is no pattern on the Qipao 
that looks a bit stiff, solemn. The pattern of the fabric is consistent with the Qi-
pao fabric and style of decoration. 

In this study, the Bangladeshi alpana motif pattern is used for fabric pattern 
decoration. Alpana is a kind of folk art and a spontaneous expression of the ar-
tistic sensibility of people it is very much contemporary in feeling because it re-
tains the experience of the community. It is mainly the womenfolk of the sub-
continent who have kept the art alive in this part. They preserve contacts with 
ancient traditions and at the same time are bold enough to try out with new 
forms and new colors. They are aware of the changing moods of the seasons and 
their imagination thus marks the changing cycle of the year. The block printing 
method is applied for the surface ornamentation, which is a special method for 
fabric decoration. The application of Bangladeshi traditional alpana motif through 
the block printing technology changed the looks of the modern Qipao and it also 
gave modern Qipao an artistic, sexy and gorgeous look. Alpana which is a folk art 
in Bengal denotes colorful motifs, blessed art or painting which is done with 
hands. The paste of rice and flour is used as the paint or color on the different 
auspicious occasions in Bengal. The word Alpana is originated from the Sanskrit 
word alimpana, which expresses the meaning “to plaster” or “to coat with”. Tra-
ditionally, it was drawn by the women of the house before sunset (Kar, 2015). 

4. Design & Development Modern Era’s Qipao 

As the representative of Chinese women’s traditional dress, modern eras Qipao 
shows the unique charm and gentle and elegant quality of Oriental women. 
Noble and delicate texture, rigorous and smooth structure line, and beautiful 
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color of the line express the women’s softness and tenderness, and meticulous 
and sophisticated inlay, rolling, button, embroidery, and other decorative tech-
niques, and finally represent a simple and concise modern Chinese dress Qipao 
(Li, 2015). The modern Qipao not only has the traditional culture breath but also 
conforms to the fashion trend. The traditional Qipao design elements are com-
bined with modern high-tech fabrics and crafts for improvement. The works 
created can not only promote traditional culture but also meet the pursuit of 
modern women’s personalities of fashion. It conforms to the aesthetic of the East 
and the present trend of the world. 

In the design work, new embellishment artifice and also novel style such as 
some special silhouette were used which can truly represent the vogue design of 
Qipao. On material selection, Khadi fabric is the most fabulous fabric for Qipao. 
On the printing side, it is different from the traditional classical Qipao and the 
patterns were nonfigurative and exaggerated because Bangladeshi traditional 
Alpana motif is used for surface ornamentation of modern Qipao. In addition, 
the use of all of these materials plays a vital role in the style of the design and 
made the modified Qipao have a kind of different style. 

Figure 1 shows the developed Qipao made by Traditional Bangladeshi Khadi 
fabric. The stand collar and straight pankou buttons, the silhouette like A-line, 
Hourglass, Ballgown, Sheath, Straight column silhouette and also the Banglade-
shi traditional Khadi fabric and alpana motifs of this Qipao are the classic styles 
of Qipao, and with this some fashionable sleeves that combined western culture 
with eastern culture. The so-called fad is that we can use for reference, whether it 
belongs to the nation or the world. 

 

 
Figure 1. Khadi made modern Qipao. 

5. Market Survey for Developed Qipao 

Some of the basic questions were asked to analyze the acceptancy and the market 
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demand for the developed Qipao’s different style, it’s different sleeve structure, 
the fabrics, and the surface ornamentation process. The questionnaire was used 
in Likert Scale method from “Highly Accepted”, “Accepted”, “Medium Ac-
cepted”, “Lower Accepted”, “Not Accepted”, followed by an assignment 5, 4, 3, 
2, 1 points. The data was conducted through an online survey method. In this 
survey, the participants were chosen as young because they are the ultimate cus-
tomers for Khadi made Qipao. The online questionnaires were distributed 
among 100 people and 95 people responded, a total of 91 responses are valid 
other 4 responses are invalid to collect data. Finally, 91 valid respondent’s data 
were prepared for analysis. Among them 62 were female and the 29 were male. 
Most of them were the student and their age level is 18 - 28 years. About 68 res-
pondents wanted to buy this Khadi made modern Qipao while the 23 respon-
dents didn’t want to buy this Khadi made modern Qipao. Figure 2 and Figure 3 
represent different designs of Qipao and its consumer acceptance level. 

 

     
Design 1 Design 2 Design 3 

     
Design 4 Design 5 Design 6 

Figure 2. Different designs of developed Qipao. 
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Figure 3. Consumer acceptancy level of different designs. 

6. Conclusion 

In this study, endeavors were taken to develop traditional Qipao by fabricating it 
with traditional Bangladeshi handmade Khadi fabric. Khadi fabric was made by 
a conventional handloom in order to retain its indigenous properties. The mod-
ernized Qipao’s fabric has a distinct style and pattern characteristics; the color 
combination represents the traditional, eastern and western features. Further-
more, the market analysis was conducted which demonstrates that the accepta-
bility of the redesigned Qipao is well within the acceptable limit. Fabrication of 
this redesigned traditional Qipao would improve its aesthetic and can fulfill the 
modern fashion goals by combing trends of a different culture. 
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